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“It is important for us
that books could become
a cause for a dialogue”
Teenagers, despite all stereotypes, enjoy reading. But they want
to read not the books from the school curriculum, but the ones that
can speak their own language. And they are ready to actively partake
in shaping the society they live in and belong to. In truth, they
are looking for a dialogue.
We hope our characters have no ideology that we could forcefully
promote through the book market. Our characters are mostly
individualistic. And the topics they discuss are absolutely different.
KompasGuide offers a concept of children’s reading. Our books
are for thinking kids and teenagers. Any book, even if it’s written
for 5-year-old kids, must help them understand something.
Most books for teenagers published by KompasGuide encourage
them to ask adults for the answers. We firmly believe children have
the right to know what is important to them. They must feel free
to ask about things they are interested in. It is vital for children
to understand what this world is really like and to be sure their family
does not hide anything from them.
That is why KompasGuide has published books that are dealing
with death. With the World War II. With the mass prosecutions
of 1937. With diseases. With divorces. With troubles and joys
of the complicated school life.
It is important for us that parents could see
KompasGuide books not as just something
you give a child to read, but as a link between
the world of children and the world of adults,
a cause for dialogue. No matter if this dialogue
is easy or hard, it is essential for both sides.
That is what we are working for.

Vitali Ziusko,

KompasGuide Publisher

Olga Gromova:
giving voice to the children of the 1930s

For many years, Olga Gromova (born 1956) worked as a librarian
and editor of Biblioteka v Shkole (School Library) magazine
and became a writer by chance. Her friend Stella Nudolskaya told
her the story of her life — the story that deserved
to be written down.

Sugar Child

KompasGuide, 2017, 160 p.

Film
adaptation:

pre-production

In the modern Russian literature, especially in the children’s literature,
few books become a sensation. Not every year it is possible to find a book,
which is read and discussed almost by everyone.
Olga Gromova’s Sugar Child, first published in 2014, has been reissued
several times. The author of the new cover is Ksenia Dereka. Her illustration won the reader’s competition held by KompasGuide and Illustrators.
ru site in social networks in June 2017.
Sugar Child tells the story of a 5-year-old girl Elya, who was sent with her
mother to a camp in Kirgizia as family members of an “enemy of the people”. Settling into a new place is hard, looking back on happy days in Moscow is painful and getting to know strange people is scary. However, this
novel, despite its difficult subject, is its own way bright and optimistic:
new place will be settled into, a grown-up Elya will see Moscow again and
good people can be found anywhere.

Belgium
Netherlands
Bulgaria
France
rights
Germany
sold to
Denmark
Latvia
Lebanon (option)
China
India (Malayalam)
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77 000
copies sold

10+ Tags: true story, ethnic, survival, history drama,
coming-of-age
Similar to: The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas
by John Boyne

White Ravens

TREASURES

“The mother [the main character of Sugar Child],
who never gives up on her attempts to teach
daughter to think for herself — and keep quiet
about it — rises above the story like the sun”.

Svetlana and Nikolay
Ponomarev:
retro futurism against prejudice

The City Without War
KompasGuide, 2019, 328 p.

rights

sold to

India (Malayalam)
Czeck Republic

14+ Tags: dystopia, future, war,

coming-of-age, survival, searching
for yourself
Similar to: Metro 2033 by Dmitry
Glukhovsky

4

The postwar dystopia is seen through the eyes of a former military
school student. His school is an excellent example of the institution
whose graduates are true officers ready to die for the best City in
the world and its Leader. But 15-year-old Sasha gets expelled when
his best friend is charged with treason and Sasha is believed to be
his accomplice. Now he becomes a mercenary trooper to earn some
money and does the dirtiest job — this is when he discovers the hard
truth about the City.
The City is surrounded not by enemies but by residents of other degraded cities, similarly brainwashed and deprived of any future. But
rumors tell that if you get through the outposts you can reach a wonderful city where there is no war and the sun never goes down…
Svetlana and Nikolay Ponomarev’s book has a retro futuristic setting:
the characters are living in a world that reminiscent of Russia or Eastern Europe but their life is full of details and things typical for late
1970s. In this world, it seems the Internet and cell phones were never invented and military career is considered to be the most prestigious. But who is waging the war and for what reason? What makes
the Leader and citizens waste more than 15 years shooting, building
outposts and looking for spies?
Sasha faces many trials, ends up on the verge of death and makes many
reckless mistakes before he starts seeing the difference between real
friends and hypocrites, valor and betrayal, his own thoughts and imposed stereotypes. For him, coming-of-age means getting rid of political, psychological and common prejudice of any kind.

T

Svetlana and Nikolay Ponomarev live in Omsk; both have
a degree in social pedagogics and psychology. They are raising
five children, biological and adopted. The Ponomarevs
won the 2008 S. Mikhalkov Award for best teenage fiction.
Their novels got recognition for being both entertaining
and profound and describing any complex subject with the right
words all teenagers can relate to.

The Bifurcation Point
KompasGuide, 2019, 344 p.

When did Timofey’s life change forever? At the very beginning
of the tenth grade. In the morning, on bus route 12. At first, he didn’t
realize this was the bifurcation point after which nothing would be
the same. It wasn’t even a meeting, just a quick glance that sparked
an everyday ritual of riding together in the back. Then there was
the name: Marina. And all that followed.
The class teacher said this would be a special year. She was right. But
instead of cramming, preparing for exams, looking for a future job
and winning dance competitions Timofey experienced ten months
of happiness — the months of first love. The love that makes him want
to scream — if only Marina could hear him.
The Bifurcation Point is a psychologically deep book focused on living and feeling “in the moment” that proves Nikolai can tell captivating stories across genres: it seems as different as it can be from City
Without War, a dystopian novel he co-authored with his wife Svetlana
Ponomareva, or 290 Million Years and Beyond, his new sci-fi story
about time travel to the distant past.

14+ Tags: coming-of-age, first love, friendship, hearing disorders, dancing, searching
for yourself, young adult
Similar to: Everything, Everything by Nicola Yoon

Excerpt
She stopped near the maple trees at an old dilapidated house. Her big eyes were looking at me appraisingly.
“I’ve no idea why you decided to walk with me. But I’m warning you about two things. Keep your hands to yourself.
And don’t you dare pity me.”
“Care to elaborate?”
I never thought of doing either of those things.
“I mean it,” Marina replied fervently with more steel in her voice. “When someone finds out I’m deaf they start pitying me. I can read it in their eyes. “Poor handicapped girl! How can you live like this?” But I’m not blind, I notice it.
And I don’t need their pity. If I ever see you saying something like this, I forbid you even to come close to me. Got it?”
“You’re giving orders as if your dad is a general,” I said mostly to myself.
Marina gave me a stern look. I imagined tossing a coin. Heads up – she slaps me in the face.
Tails. I got lucky.
“Lieutenant colonel,” Marina said strictly. “In reserve”.
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Nikolay Ponomarev
290 Million Years Ago and Beyond
KompasGuide, 2019, 224 p.

Autumn

2019
11+

Tags: time travel, biology, geology,
dinosaurs, adventure, robots
Similar to: Jake and the Jungle Gems
by Phil Roiz

Lisa reads a lot about time travelling and she wants to become
a chronoexplorer. Unfortunately, she’s only eleven and a trip to the
Permian or Carboniferous period is too dangerous for an someone
untrained. But in ten years, when she graduates from the university,
her dream may come true. The Moon, Mars and other planets were
colonized long ago and space travels became a common thing. But
journeys through time are still unique ones!..
Accidentally Lisa becomes a time traveler. Regardless of the Institute’s
plans, regardless of the schedule and common sense, a research shuttle unexpectedly goes back in time to the Permian period. Back then,
290 million years ago, there were no dinosaurs and the oceans surrounded a large single continent named Pangaea.
However, the travelers come there not for collecting rare specimens
of plants and animals. Ivan Serebrentsev, a former explorer, took
the group hostage and went back in time to find a gigantic gold nugget. The madman believes precious metal will help him to become
a great ruler of some ancient empire. He won’t stop at anything and
even leaves Lisa, her robot Bobbe and chronoexplorers on their own
in the world where the first mammals will appear only fifty million
years later.
Nikolay Ponomarev is an exceptionally diverse writer — he successfully switches from young adult romance (Bifurcation Point) to brutal post-apocalypse (The City Without War) and time travel stories
for middle-graders. 290 Million Years Ago and Beyond is both entertaining and informative: it effectively visualizes what geology and biology are studying.

Excerpt
When the captor turned away, Lisa leaned down to Bobbe The Robot.
— Are you okay? — she whispered.
— Danger level: ten, — the robot whispered back.
— Try to escape.
The LED eye winked at her.
Without waiting for the drone report, Serebrentsev ordered everyone to leave the shuttle.
— You’re breaking the safety protocol, — uncle Sasha grumbled.
— My gun is my safety protocol, — Serebrentsev replied. — Get out.
Uncle Sasha had to obey. Zhanna followed. Lisa caught up with the girl and took her hand.
This Earth was no different from the Earth of the distant future. Lisa felt disappointed. The sun, the cirrus clouds,
the granite under the feet were exactly the same. Endless mountain peaks forever capped with snow were surrounding
them, stretching to the horizon. As if they had traveled to Tibet for a picnic instead of rushing through space and time
by Serebrentsev’s insane will.

Maria Boteva:
inimitable style and subtle psychology

Maria Boteva (born in 1980) is well-known
among devotees of modern children’s and
teenage literature. And not only in Russia: Icecream in Wafer Cups collection was included
by Munich International Youth Library
in its White Ravens list of distinguished
and original children’s books.

Lighthouse — Look!
KompasGuide, 2017, 96 p.
Illustrated by Sergey Gavrilov

White Ravens

Everything about this book is unique: its characters, narrative and
the chain of plot-twisting events. The readers will find themselves
on a captivating journey through mists and storms in the open sea.
But amidst the darkness and the splashing water there’s a feeble,
flickering light — it seems, the lighthouse requires some serious repairing. But the characters need it — so it can’t fall to pieces, despite
all tragedies and tempests.
There are many characters in the book: ginger Edwin, little Elisa, wolf
Jackdaw Wader, father and son Kaporyaks, the ship Antonius and
Sweet N., as well as pirates, prisoners and strangers. The fates of all
these people, animals and ships are amazingly entwined on the lighthouse. The lighthouse, the symbol of the common aim people try
to reach by taking various and sometimes uncanny paths, becomes
the focal point of this original and entertaining narration.

6+

Tags: funny, fairy tale, surrealism
Similar to: Comet in Moominland
by Tove Jansson

rights

sold to

8

Despite its lightness, Maria Boteva’s prose is filled with vast emotional undertones, unpredictability and subtleness. Her style is truly
inimitable: this is a unique language every reader falls in love with
at first encounter. The author keeps a dialogue with the readers, deliberately taking a weaker role of a doubter, causing them to nod approvingly: “Yes, that’s right, now continue!”

The text is divided into small chapters, each of them taking us from
one place to another. Such “montage” makes the readers curious and
India (Malayalam)
keeps them intrigued: why did Edwin start his sail? How can Elsa
UAE (Arabian worldwide)
repair the damaged lighthouse on her own? How to stop being allergic to pirates? Questions keep following one another, and the ending
gives almost all the answers. This “almost” is the most charming element of the book: thanks to such evasiveness, the readers will think
about the characters again and again and imagine follow-ups to their
stories.

T

Ice-cream in Wafer Cups
KompasGuide, 2013, 160 p.

rights

sold to

White Ravens

Ice-cream in Wafer Cups by Maria Boteva is a collection consisting of three
piercing and surprisingly honest stories about teenagers’ lives. The characters
of the story, Ice-cream in Wafer Cups, form an unusual family, whose house
is open for anyone, who finds it difficult to live in the big world. Children and
adults can leave at any time — to go to the sea, the world’s end, unknown places...
And then they certainly come back — to the place where they are beloved and
welcomed. Schoolmates from School at the Match make an important discovery
together: it is possible to rescue others only after having learned to understand
themselves. And the ridiculous and touching girl, the storyteller from Place for
a Holiday, knows how fragile the human soul can be — and she loudly says: «Long
live the heart!»
China

12+ Tags: friendship, family, adopted children, life guard school, gifted children, love
Similar to: Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Café by Fannie Flagg

You Lie

KompasGuide, 2014, 168 p.
...Suddenly you realize that your friend has matured, while you are somehow still
a little girl. Will you cease your friendship because of this? You Lie is a story
of a friendship of two girls, their rural everyday life, the first teenage rebellion and
wholehearted support.
...One day Dad brings home a puppy. Well, this puppy is a mess: he is so small
that he fits in one palm, he sleeps and eats, and nothing else. You can’t even go
for a walk with him; if anyone sees you, you’ll be laughed down at. But it turns out
that when you have someone to take care of, life changes. And not only yours —
the life of the whole family. Some
Shots for the Grandfather tells the story of a girl who, step by step, starts
to understand her family.
11+ Tags: friendship, horses, teenage rebellion, understanding each other, dogs, school
Similar to: Short Stories by Anton Chekhov

The Garden of T.S.
KompasGuide, 2018, 160 p.

Sometimes you can get really homesick! It doesn’t matter that your home is only
a couple of blocks away. Sveta and her three brothers — Gleb, Vasya and little
Sasha — enjoy coming home. There is a favorite old house (with an attic!), lots
of dusty things and a garden overrun with weeds. Not just an ordinary garden —
the garden of T.S.!
First, the big family moves to a new apartment in a building with many stories.
Then they discover a picture of Trofim Savoskin in a heavy chest with old photos.
Their 19-year old great-grandfather was posing on the streets of Berlin in 1945.
Vasya becomes captivated with the war hero and tells everyone about him.
And later a real challenge awaits Sveta and the boys.
10+ Tags: war, family saga, memory, large family, city
Similar to: The Book Thief by Markus Zusak

Eugene Rudashevsky:
traveller, adventure-seeker, master of words

Eugene Rudashevsky (born 1987) is one of the authors whose
biographies are as exciting as their stories. He worked as a guide
in the Siberian taiga, studied in the US, hitchhiked and traveled
through the most amazing places — and avidly read everything
from classical literature to postmodernism. He writes novellas,
adventure novels, fantasy and non-fiction.

Hello, My Brother Bzou!
KompasGuide, 2015, 192 p.

It is the first book by the young author, which was published by KompasGuide
in 2015 and immediately became a teenage fiction sensation. The novel tells
a story of an unusual friendship between Amza, an Abkhazian boy, and a dolphin;
and their fates are surprisingly entwined. Full of details of life in a the Black Sea
fishermen’s village, rich in folklore and mythology elements, this heart-warming
story gained many fans: KompasGuide is currently selling its third print run.
12+ Tags: wartime, coming-of-age, animals and people, sea, touching novel
Similar to: Life of Pi by Yann Martel

The Raven

KompasGuide, 2017, 176 p.

White Ravens

14-year-old Dima, the main character of The Raven, joins three grown men
on their trip to taiga, hoping they will teach him all the subtleties of sable hunt.
Uncle Nikolay Nikolayevitch can read traces on the snow like J.F. Cooper’s
characters. Artemych can masterfully crack jokes and keep up a mundane urban
conversation; but nevertheless, the taiga feels like home to him. Vitya has a tragic
past, a remedy to which he seeks in sable hunt. With the help of these people,
Dima strives to undergo a sort of initiation and prove himself he is not a child
anymore. The novel was included in the list of White Ravens Festival, held
by Munich International Youth Library, and was awarded “Commander’s Choice”
at V. Krapivin Prize.
12+
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Tags: coming-of-age, animals and people, Siberia, adventure novel, children/adults relationship
Similar to: Never Cry Wolf by Farley Mowat

T

Maria Bershadskaya:
never-ending childhood

Maria Bershadskaya (born in 1970) is an author of the most popular
KompasGuide series. The books were translated to Vietnamese,
children’s book web-media Papmambook Magazine named Big Little
Girl The Book of 2013, and in 2014 it received an award “The Book of
The Year: Children’s Choice” So why do readers aged 6–9 love Maria
Bershadskaya’s series so much?
12
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Big Little Girl

KompasGuide, 2012–2016, 32–48 p.
Illustrated by Alexandra Ivoilova

Book 1. How to Tame a City
Book 2. A Recipe of Wonderful Day
Book 3. Rabbit’s Walk …
Book 4. Seven and a Half Crocodile Smiles
Book 5. 101 Ways to Get Lost in a Forest
Book 6. Pumpking
Book 7. Merry Blue Christmas
Book 8. On the Case of a Chequered Bag
Book 9. That’s All About Love
Book 10. Pushkin & Co
Book 11. Polka-dotted Jeans
Book 12. Warning! There’s а Birthday!
over

157 000 rights
copies sold

6+

sold to

Vietnam
Ukraine
Czeck Republic

1. Mischievous
Although Zhenya is much quieter than Pippi Longstocking,
she gets caught up in the center of events, and life keeps
dragging her into adventures. Like any 7-year-old kid, Zhenya doesn’t always act logically, in a grown-up way — and
eventually ends up in trouble all the time. Give a bundle
of hay to a sick Grandpa, so its smell could remind him
of childhood? Operation “Finding Hay in a Winter City”
has just begun!
2. Honest
It always goes this way: you start to show Mom and Dad all
the crocodile smiles you know of: a cunning smile, a smile
of love — and just when you’re doing your sixth smile, Dad
says you have to go to dentist’s. No matter how unusual Zhenya is — and she’s taller than any basketball player — she
has the same problems as the readers. And seeing her dealing with them is both exciting and useful.
3. Unpredictable
There’s a secret under every cover. Titles like Polka-dotted Jeans or That’s All About Love give nothing but a hint
of what’s going to happen in the books. That’s what keeps
the readers interested and makes them turn the page
as fast as possible. Every new Big Little Girl volume is like
a wrapped present: you’ve no idea, what’s inside, but you
already feel happy and excited.
4. Storytelling illustrations
Sasha Ivoilova’s illustrations are so intertwined with the text
that occasionally they start telling the story. Sometimes they
turn into ideal charts and data sheets deserving to appear
in serious journals for grown-ups: for example, “Five Signs
of Love” is the best way to prepare for Valentine’s Day!
5. Likeable characters
The series has no lackluster or obscure characters: all
of them, including Zhenya’s dachshund Vetka or friend Sonya’s unnamed nephew, are individuals and influence the storyline. As TV series fans say, all characters must be psychologically developed and all story arches must be completed.
Maria Bershadskaya succeeds in this, and her 12 books seem
like a big novel about an eventful and meaningful childhood.

Tags: junior school, friendship, children/parents relationship, siblings relationship, funny stories, overcoming difficulties
Similar to: Pippi Longstocking by Astrid Lindgren

Victoria Lederman:
school novels you can’t put down

Victoria Lederman (born 1970) came to Russian literature
out of nowhere when she applied for a fiction contest
and with her very first book, The May(a) Calendar, became
a bestselling author for audience aged 8-15. Her books
are always exciting and psychologically precise — even if their
characters travel in time.

The May(a)
Calendar

KompasGuide, 2016, 224 p.

117 000

It is the teenage novel at its old-fashioned, classical best. There is everything
in it: adventures, psychological insights, eternal questions and deep yearning for true friendship. It is a genuine page-turner. Who would have thought
that three very different schoolchildren would be united by a common problem: one day they simply start going backwards in time. There’s no tomorrow
for them — only yesterday. The three are not heroes; they are normal teens
who don’t even like each other much. Now they will have to put all this aside
and play as a team — otherwise they will become babies again and then disappear completely. Victoria Lederman teaches English and French and loves
traveling. “The May(a) Calendar” is her prize-winning first book.
Victoria Lederman’s novels for teenagers are not just page-turners: they have
hidden meanings and messages for the audience. Even if a character gets into
parallel universe, the book will focus on friendship, relationship with parents
and believing in yourself.

copies sold

rights

sold to
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Lithuania
South Korea 10+ Tags: time travel, school life, coming-of-age, friendship, overcoming difficulties
Georgia
Similar to: The Girl Who Leapt Through Time by Yasutaka Tsutsui

T

Seraphima Orlova:
young voice of russian literature

Seraphima Orlova (born 1989) is well-known in her hometown
Omsk as a dramatist: her plays were staged when she was only 25.
A fan of John Greene with vast knowledge in Russian and foreign
literature, she skillfully evades all pitfalls of writing a debut
novel: her sources of inspiration are evident, but her prose
is inimitably unique and its language is relatable.

Tinhead

KompasGuide, 2019, 280 p.

14+ Tags: coming-of-age, searching for
yourself, overcoming difficulties,
friendship, robotics, sick-lit
Similar to: We Are Okay
by Nina Lacour

16

Film
adaptation:

pre-production

It all starts with a metal roach running along the megamall. It leads
Zhenya, a bored teenage girl, to the robotic club hidden among boutiques and stores. The club turns out to be more than just an interesting spot. It influences Zhenya, who feels devastated after a long-term
sickness — she got a serious injury when exploring an abandoned
building in the city outskirts.
Her problems must seem familiar and important to every teenager: unsuccessful first love, parents’ misunderstanding, conflicts with brother and mocking classmates — and now it is all aggravated by a recent
trauma. In the robotics club Zhenya begins to get herself together and
slowly reassemble her life back. And eventually becomes a new person.
Seraphima Orlova’s novel is overwhelmingly sincere; as the story
unfolds, its edgy protagonist gradually reveals her true personality
to the reader earning their sympathy and attention. Orlova’s characters live not in a made-up fictional world but in the present-day reality: scenes in the megamall, school and apartments are written with
utmost precision.
As the writer notes, in regions, especially cold ones like Omsk, shopping malls become the cultural hub and the main place for meetings
and first dates — this is why the scenes in the mall are probably the
most charming in the novel. The author poeticizes everyday life of
teenagers, and it resonates with her readers: the book was shortlisted
by Kniguru Award teenage jury and received a Lyceum Award nomination.

T

Nikolay Sholokhov:
subculture from inside

For any Russan readers, this young author’s
last name is linked with literature, although
he is no relation to the famous Nobel Prize
winner. Nikolay Sholokhov’s style could be
described as dynamic, fast-pacing, straight and
sharp — and, combined with the writer’s deep
knowledge of his subject, it becomes almost
impossible to be boring.

Jump. Run. Freeze
KompasGuide, 2020, 376 p.

Draft
cover

This young writer’s novel is one of these rarest discoveries writing
contests are for. Long-listed by Bookscriptor and Russkoye Slovo
awards, it won Young Adult nomination of Teenage N contest held by
KompasGuide Publishing House.
Unique in its style and rhythm, the novel shows the transformation of
Dmitry Volchkov from a shy Saint-Petersburg teenager to the person
who knows what they want. Breakdancing saves him from psychological injuries: the day he meets b-boys he realizes what he really needs:
the spirit of freedom the breakers enjoy in their everyday lives.
Jump. Run. Freeze. explores the complex breakdancing subculture
through Dmitry’s attitude towards dancing and towards himself. This
is a success story, an industrial novel, a psychological coming-of-age
drama, a sharp, brave work of fiction with references to the world’s
classics, from Albert Camus’ The Stranger to Nick Hornby’s A Long
Way Down. Nikolay Sholokhov has a great potential and his debut
novel is bound to become a Russian YA sensation in 2020.

Spring

2020

14+ Tags: break dancing, subculture, rap, Saint-Petersburg, coming of age,
injury, friendship
Similar to: Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda by Becky Albertalli
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Yulia Linde:
keeping the inner teenager alive

Yulia Linde (born 1982) is a writer and
a journalist, who tried her hand at many
things. The winner of S. Mikhalkov Prize, one
of the most prestigious Russian literary
awards, she studied as a director, teacher,
theologist and icon painter — and despite her
great experience, she has kept the rebellious
teenage spirit and reveals it in her books.

Catching Off-the-Road
KompasGuide, 2019, 144 p.

Autumn

2019

Have you ever been a fan? Not an ordinary fan of a band adored
by thousands of silly schoolgirls. The real fan. The one who knows
everything about their idol, is ready to sacrifice everything for them
and shares their worldview! 15-year old Iolanta is exactly like that.
In 2018, during the FIFA World Cup in Russia, she falls in love
with a mysterious guy nicknamed Off-the-Road. Almost every day
this talented street artist and performer surprises Moscow with his
mind-blowing projects. He has millions of followers and thousands
of views on YouTube but Io believes she understands him better than
anyone. She decides to track Off-the-Road down; besides, his secret
performances all over the country seem to have a certain pattern.
The attempts to catch Off-the-Road lead Iolanta to many revelations.
She discovers something new about her best friend, about the guy
who has a crush on her, about one of her neighbors, but most importantly, about herself. Her obsession turns out to be useful: growing up
through love to a stranger is the situation many teenagers have found
themselves in.
Yulia Linde’s extremely contemporary story blends realistic characters with a daring plot and modern urban slang.

14+ Tags: friendship, groupies, fans, street art, betrayal, social media
Similar to: A Long Way Down by Nick Hornby

Daria Polukarova:
passion and hopefulness

The first ever novel published by Daria
Polukarova (born 1991), Dreamers, was one of the
contenders of literary contest established by
KompasGuide Publishing House in 2018 — and it
was one of the best in School Story category.
Characterized by the precision in describing
human motives and intentions, this novel deals
with modern language of 2010s, and this feels
refreshing for every Russian reader tired of oldfashioned manners in literature.

Dreamers

KompasGuide, 2020, 288 p.

Spring

2020

14+ Tags: young adult, first love,
graduation, betrayal
Similar to: Fangirl
by Rainbow Rowell

20

Tenth-grader Zhenya Vysotskaya seems to live in a bubble. Life
is something that happens to others while she’s just an observer. And
when the outside world interferes with her life, she tries to escape
from problems. Zhenya is not interesting at all — that’s what her
classmates and even parents, a theater director and a designer, say
in her face. Their daughter is a disappointment, they say, she lacks
creativity. She is not into anything: she collects movies and series,
translates songs, listens to music and likes reading — neither of which
is a proper hobby. Zhenya knows this herself. In her English essay she
confesses: “I have no dreams”.
Her classmate Artur Rayevsky loves photography. He also prefers being an observer and capture the moments when people look natural.
He doesn’t care about their personal stories or background — this
is why the pictures often reveal an unpleasant truth. Artur is going
to send his photos to an art contest — if he wins, he’ll get a chance
to go to a good university.
Someone stole sneakers from a seventh-grader. Artur saw his stepbrother Denis — who’s also in the seventh grade — handing over a bag
to a suspicious-looking guy. Stealing sneakers could be an initiation
for “cool” kids. Teenagers dare one another to do something extreme.
Of course, this is none of Artur’s business but if the truth comes out,
their father will send Denis away — and this will be a terrible blow for
their mother…

N

Anna Zenkova:
speaking like an 11-year-old

Anna Zenkova (born 1984) is among those rare
authors every publisher can rightfully call
a success: KompasGuide was fortunate to
discover her manuscript and immediately
became captivated with it. Anna herself claims
she writes “fairy tales” and “tall tales” but the
most striking quality of her debut novel is its
exceptional verisimilitude.

Best Greetings from Fyokla

Draft
cover

KompasGuide, 2019, 360 p.

Autumn

2019

10+ Tags: friendship, foster care,

death of close ones, adventure
Similar to: Autobiographie d’une
courgette by Gilles Paris

How long have they been in this forest? A day? A week? In the woods
you lose your perception of time and space. Trees, gullies and swamps
look exactly the same. Strange noises are heard in the dark, the ghost
of lost boy Zahkar seems to lurk behind every bush. And an army of
woodland monsters with shaggy manes comes from the ground…
“There’s no time for despair, we need to find a way out”, Rusty says.
Seva nods. “You’d better start a campfire”, Fyoukla grumbles in his
head. Her voice always makes him shiver. If not for Rusty, he’d surely
have gone crazy!
Whatever happens to eleven-year old Seva, he will make it through.
As long as there’s someone the boy can trust. At first, he can’t imagine
being friends with Rusty, Yasha and Wimpy. Everything changes when
the kids get lost in the forest trying to escape from a gang of bullies.
They have no food or water, only a box of matches. The time is running
out…
Best Greetings from Fyokla follows the traditions of “serious” Russian children’s literature, such as The Inseparable Twins, Bronze Bird,
Cloud Regiment. Anna Zenkova (born 1984) shows her readers the
world in its complexity and ambiguity. But this story is full of hope as
well: the protagonist will face many challenges and every time he will
hear Fyokla’s voice that scares him at first but eventually sounds kinder and softer. In 2019, the young writer’s debut novel won Teenage N
Award held by KompasGuide Publishing House.

Yaroslav Sviridov:
funny at any level

Yaroslav Sviridov (born 1974) is quite famous
in Russia due to his Twitter, where he posts
lots of funny jokes and memes. Also, he
is an editor in Maxim magazine and a columnist
for Mel, the most popular media for parents
in the country. His short stories and dramatic
pieces are well-received, so it’s not a surprise
that his first novel was one of the favorites
at KompasGuide literary contest.

Shlops

KompasGuide, 2020, 176 p.

Spring

2020

14+ Tags: funny stories, school, children-

The school year’s almost over, the summer vacation is a few days away.
Only the hardest task remains: to make it through a play performed
by the fifth-graders. The kids were preparing hard: what could possibly go wrong? Well, everything. The classroom teacher is sitting on
a rooftop thousands of kilometers away from school, so Sonya’s dad
accidentally becomes the new director and Mangiafuoco (he already
regrets seeing his daughter off to school). Half of the props got lost
during previous rehearsals - this is going to be the world’s first adaptation of The Adventures of Pinocchio that involves lots of apples, a fire
extinguisher, toy handcuffs and a punk rock soundtrack.
The Cricket will be imaginary but the Blue Fairy has two loyal poodles
instead of one: neither of Erokhin brothers will ever give up this wonderful role. Kostya is having doubts whether his Pierrot should lisp or
speak with Estonian accent. Denis doesn’t want to play Pinocchio at
all — he wants to see his own plays on stage, with Inna as the female
lead. And Inna wants to stop being the headmistress’ granddaughter
and finally make friends with the classmates.
Suddenly it turns out the play will be seen not only by other students
and parents but by Education Committee representatives and a TV
producer looking for new talents… The characters will have to improvise — and make the readers laugh as they turn a new page.

parents relationship
Similar to: Real Friends
by Shannon Hale
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Dmitry Kopyev:
per aspera ad astra

For years, Dmitry Kopyev looked for a way
to be published. His short stories are spread
all over the Internet, and he actively
uses social media to promote his writing.
But only in 2019 he bought his lucky ticket
with Teenage N literary contest established
by KompasGuide. His funny pieces collected
in this book are traditional in style
and at the same time fascinating ones.

Klava Comes to the Rescue
KompasGuide, 2020, 160 p.

Spring

2020

Klava is 10 years old. She studies in the fourth grade and always finds
a way to rescue her friends. She helps Kolya get a watermelon to bring
home without having to lie to his mother, figures out how to escape
from a construction site and even saves a strange kid from robbers.
It doesn’t matter that she was the one who ate Kolya’s watermelon
on a dare, brought her friends to the site and planned the “robbery”.
For her peers, she’s a real superhero, especially when she’s wearing
a crimson cape flapping behind her back. She easily becomes Batman,
a healer and a Madagascar princess. Her imagination knows no limits! Her risky pranks add colors to lives of her friends Kolya and Misha (even though they suffer the most from her mischiefs), neighbors
and students. Who else could’ve organized a large-scale operation on
saving a cat from the car trunk? No wonder people forgive Klara her
pranks — she really wants to help everyone. Besides, who didn’t throw
water-filled balloons from the balcony, escape from an angry watchman and make ruckus at a friend’s place when they were kids?
The book follows the traditions set by Viktor Dragunsky’s classical
short stories: simple truths, important values, the message “we’re all
unique” — this is what makes it stand out. The debut work of the author was one of the runners-up in the Teenage N contest.

7+

Tags: funny stories, school, friendship, children-parents relationship
Similar to: The Strange Case of Origami Yoda by Tom Angleberger

Julia Kuznetsova:
complicated themes with ease

Julia Kuznetsova (born 1981) is the winner
of The Sacred Dream Prize, Kniguru Prize
and V. Krapivin International Prize.
Her books prove that children and teenage
fiction has no “complicated” themes:
it is the delivery that matters and Julia
Kuznestsova’s taste and common sense
are perfect.

Lilya the Lantern
KompasGuide, 2019, 216 p.

Who is Lilya exactly? An annoying girl who sends dozens of messages
every day? Galya’s dream of having a younger sister coming true? Just
a stranger Galya met at her lowest? Or a true friend?
Galya is nineteen. She works as a barista and she’s been in love with
Seryozha for a long time. But after what happened yesterday evening,
love and happiness seem to be gone forever. Coming home early in the
morning, Galya saves eleven-year old Lilya — and the girl guides her
through the dark like a lantern, helping her become a grown-up and
independent person. Their meeting changed everything.
Julia Kuznetsova, the writer of The First Job trilogy, R House novel
and other works of fiction, shows several priceless, pivotal weeks in
Galya’s life. This light, dynamic and kind story delves on how even
the smallest decisions determine our future and reveals the beauty of
everyday life. Like always, Julia Kuznetsova set her novel in the present day making the readers realize there is still a place for romance
and poetry in the modern world.
Autumn

2019

14+ Tags: funny stories, school, friendship, children-parents relationship
Similar to: The Strange Case of Origami Yoda by Tom Angleberger
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Elena Bumagina:
if Stephen King lived in Russia

In 2018, Elena Bumagina’s debut novel was
shortlisted for Young Adult nomination of
Bookscriptor award. This page-turning story
combining detective, drama and mystery
masterfully reveals its characters and
reminds both of Soviet and American classics
of the 1950s-1960s and of Stephen King’s fiction
(It, The Dark Tower).

The Fifth Sun

KompasGuide, 2019, 276 p.
Zoya is fifteen. A terrible age when you have lots of responsibilities
but no rights at all. No one asks you if you want to go to a summer camp, no one cares if you want to take part in competitions,
no one gives a damn about your thoughts and feelings. Fortunately, at Bright Dawns camp the girl finds a soulmate — curious, energetic and funny Mila. She quickly explains Zoya how the things
are going here: the first group likes to show off, the second group
is a bunch of orphanage kids, while Mila and Zoya have to be in the
third group and prove their worth.
The “queen” of Bright Dawns is Polina, always followed by a crowd
of suck-ups. To Mila and Zoya, she’s a symbol of everything they
can’t stand: arrogance, narcissism and ignorance. But one day Zoya
goes to the library and accidentally find out that Polina prefers really strange books. And her reading preferences are somehow connected to the camp’s biggest secret.
At Bright Dawns, kids are disappearing every year. At night, accompanied by mysterious lights. The circles on fields are the only
reminder of the missing children. Is this a set of accidents? A conspiracy of counselors or administrators? Aliens? Maybe dark supernatural power is involved? Zoya wouldn’t be herself if she didn’t
try to figure this out!
12+ Tags: mystical, mystery, coming-of-age, first love, friendship, summer
Similar to: It by Stephen King

The City of the Sun. Eyes of Death
KompasGuide, 2018, 368 p.

12 000
copies sold

The City of the Sun. God’s foot
KompasGuide, 2019, 352 p.

The City of the Sun: Call of Blood
KompasGuide, 2019, 344 p.

A Mansion on Prechistenka Street is to blame for everything. As soon as Maxim found
out his mother was selling this old painting, his life in a drowsy Moscow suburb had
become dangerous. Why are some suspicious people ready for everything to find
a work by unknown painter Alexander Berg? Is there a connection between the image
of an ordinary house and the fate of Maxim’s long-lost father, who loved mysteries,
codes and hidden meanings?
The protagonist, a 19-year-old journalism student, while preparing a report about the
painting as a home assignment, got accidentally involved into a detective story. And
dragged his friends into it: his aloof groupmate Dima, energetic and ambitious Anya
and Kristina, whom he met for the first time not so long ago but to him, it’s like he has
known her forever. They start their own investigation and soon realize there’s a long
way ahead of them.
The first novels in The City of the Sun tetralogy demonstrate that Eugene Rudashevsky is interested in almost everything in the world; art, nature, students’ life, human motives — no matter what he writes about, his prose remains both informative
and entertaining. With each new book the young writer’s style is becoming more confident and mature while action-filled plotline is getting more intricately entwined
with psychological depth.
In two sequels published in 2019, the protagonist will face a dangerous journey
through the world’s most surprising places: India, Peru, the Amazon Jungle. Just like
covers of four books make a single image together, their plots unite in a single storyline filled with adventures, searching for your true self and endless discoveries.
14+ Tags: mystery, codes, quest, journey, students’ life, friendship, first love,
parents-children relationships
Similar to: The Body by Stephen King

Excerpt
“The thing is, don’t tell me where you’re heading. They shouldn’t know. Trust me, I care about you. And I know what
I’m doing. This is our best chance. If you think I like this, you’re wrong. But I have to pay my father’s debt. I hope when
it’s over we can forget about it once and for all.
You’ll worry, I know. But this is the only way.
You’ll get mad. But I have to do this on my own. Trust me.
I thought everything over. This is the only option”.
Maxim kept rewriting the message, cut it down to a couple of lines, extended to several pages. Deleted and wrote all
over again. He wanted his mother not to make mistakes and do as he said but realized nothing would sound convincing
to her. This is why he decided to send a copy to his stepfather.

26
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Eugene Rudashevsky
Insomnia

KompasGuide, 2018, 224 p.
The author proves his strength in a completely new genre: “campus
life novel” with an obvious homage to Jack Kerouak (especially
On the Road). Dan, 19-year-old student from Moscow, moves
to Chicago, forced by his father who wants him to become a lawyer.
Dan makes amends with people all around him, reluctantly falls
in love, writes a diary, skips most of the classes — and hides
something extremely special in a black parcel. He decided
on something of high importance, but he wouldn’t reveal what till
the very end of the trip to an Amish village he and his three friends
have planned.
The atmosphere of this novel borrows something from J.D. Salinger,
but the main influence is definitely the music of Johnny Cash, Kris
Kristofferson, Bob Dylan and other singers of freedom and youth.
Dan is lost somewhere between the teenage and the adulthood, he
doesn’t want to live the life his father prepared for him, but also he
cannot find his own path. He just wants to go somewhere, move
in the sake of moving, look around and admire the world. Is it
possible for him? For other young men longing for freedom?..
16+ Tags: young adult, campus life, children/adult relationship,
road novel, USA
Similar to: The Catcher in the Rye by J. D. Salinger

Solongo.
The Secret of the Lost Expedition
KompasGuide, 2017, 368 p.

With this novel, Eugene Rudashevsky reaches a new level
of creativity: with more than a dozen of meticulously developed
characters with their own fates and personalities, multiple
storylines, hundreds of action-packed pages, the book seems a fullfledged adventure novel! The novel starts like an ordinary quest,
but soon turns into a pursuit novel, a detective, a story of pathfinders
and traitors and a parable about curiosity as a driving force. Each
genre shift brings new surprises, just like mountain passes: on your
journey, a walk through a picturesque valley will be followed
by a risky climb or even a face-off with a beast or a human being.

42 000
copies sold

12+ Tags: Siberia, adventure novel, children/adults relationship, lost world

Similar to: The Pathfinder, or The Inland Sea by James Fenimore Cooper

Maria Martirossova:
the voice of a traumatized child

Russian-Armenian author Maria Martirossova captures the
zeitgeist of Armenian-Azerbaijan conflict of 1980s. Her novel
The Pictures to Remember has been included in the White Ravens
book list by the International Youth Library (Munich, Germany),
awarded A. Gaidar Prize and short-listed in National children’s
literature prize in Russia, translated in French and recommended
as a study material in Russian schools

The Red, Yellow and Blue Ones
KompasGuide, 2016, 160 p.

12+ Tags: ethnic conflict, tolerance,

school life, cosmopolite, coming-ofage, Armenia, Azerbaijan
Similar to: Days Without End
by Sebastian Barry

White Ravens

rights

sold to

28

Lebanon (option)

the whole
FRENCH
translation
is available

The Pictures to Remember, the first novel of the book, is an attempt
to capture and save the details from the late 1980s in Baku, the feelings
and the atmosphere which distinguished this exact époque, this exact
place. But it is also the text which poses the difficult question: How
could such a friendly world turn into hostile and unpredictable? Even
as a grown-up, the main character isn’t able to find the one and only
appropriate answer, but at least she collects small pieces of knowledge
about the conflict. Could this prevent further ethnic hassles, murders,
intolerance? Maybe not, but we definitely need to try.
This novel follows the childhood, adolescence and twenties of a girl
born in Baku which used to be diverse and tolerant for everybody.
But at the turn of the 20th century situation changed, and hatred to all
“others” has become the leading trend in people behavior. The scale
of violence forces Armenian girl and her mother to escape from
the country — for several months, they hope, which then become
the whole life.
The seventh grade (from another novel), that used to be calm and
friendly, splits into groups. The first one is for “Azerbaijanis” only,
the second one is for “Armenians” and the third group is made of all
the others: Russians, Tatars, Jews, Georgians. One student refuses
to join any group: with her Russian first name, Armenian last name
and an Azerbaijani father, Sveta Avanesova is a stranger in any company.
The main character of The Red, Yellow and Blue Ones fails to understand why ethnicity has become of such importance to grown-ups and
children alike — while the others seem not to care about the question
itself. The conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan forces Sveta and
her mother to move from Baku to Erevan — only to become “aliens”
again. The author focuses on people and irreversibility of things they
have said or done.

TE E N S & YA

Olga Kolpakova:
touching and poetic

Olga Kolpakova (born in 1972) is one of the most
popular non-fiction authors for children
and young adults in Russia. Her encyclopedias
are well-known all around in the country,
and her book Sagebrush Fir Tree is based on
the true story too — but it is touching and even
poetic work of fiction nevertheless.

Sagebrush Fir Tree
KompasGuide, 2017, 88 p.

The protagonist, a girl named Mareike, her sisters Mina and Lily,
their mom, aunt Josephine and cousin Theodor are Russian Germans, just like their friends and neighbors in Rovnopolye. Although before the war Father told they are “good Germans” and not
“Nazis”, they are restricted to live in their homeplace: what if they
switch to the enemy’s side? The Soviet government sends such “unreliable” people to Siberia — and the novel describes this journey
and the first months in a new home.
A short, but evocative novel and a brief, well-structured historical
reference — this is the formula that works for every compassionate
reader. Olga Kolpakova has a great experience in writing children’s
encyclopedias — she wrote books like Natural Science for Children, The Underwater World, Ancient China and others. She is capable to explain both complex and simple things.

rights

sold to
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Belarus
Kazakhstan
(German Language)

17 000
copies sold

12+ Tags: Siberia, true story, ethnic

Similar to: The Wartime Lies by Louis Begley

YA

Eduard Verkin:
postmodern approach to history

Eduard Verkin (born 1975) has begun his
career as a writer of sci-fi and fantasy
novels for teenagers and even has become
famous among them. But then he found a new
way for his talent — a historical wartime
novel in postmodern manner, thus gaining
an authority among YA and adult readers.
Now he is the one the of the most praised
authors of his generation.

Cloud Regiment

KompasGuide, 2015, 296 p.
Cloud Regiment is a modern book about the war and its heroes, about
fates, duty and the courage to live. This book follows the canons of Russian prose for teenagers, but at the same time breaks their limitations.
Due to its lack of excessive heroism, simplicity, understatement and
demonstration of war routine, this book can be easily compared to the
best works of fiction of the 20th century.
The characters lived such a dangerous and eventful life, that each day
felt like three. They had to grow up, or even grow old, faster: it can hardly be any other way, when the death keeps following you, waiting for a
perfect moment to take your life away. Long passages through marshes
and untrodden paths, ambushes and firefights, brief moments of joy in
the endless nightmare — this is what Cloud Regiment is about. Every
ordinary detail hides an attempt, no matter how feeble, to understand
the people, who were ready to sacrifice themselves in the Pskov woodlands.

35 000
copies sold

12+ Tags: soviet mythology, guerilla war, postmodern, coming-of-age
Similar to: The Railway Man by Eric Lomax

Natalya Vishnyakova:
inclusion in teenage literature

Natalya Vishnyakova (born 1973) is not afraid of sensitive topics
or heated debates and her characters are vivid and immediately
likeable. Don’t Cry is her debut novel that offers its reader a new
take on middle and high school novel — regardless if the reader
is fourteen or fifty years old.

Don’t Cry

KompasGuide, 2019, 240 p.

Autumn

2019

“I know you. I saw your face. You’re the admin, right?” The neighbor’s
words surprise Vlad. He loves making videos and cooking but that’s
definitely not the point. He looks up #dont_cry hashtag and finds out
someone set his photo as a profile picture and manages a group on
social media — and its topic has become really annoying to Vlad recently. A couple of days later he receives a letter titled “You should
know”, with a scan of his childhood photo. On the photo there are…
two Vlads, with words “Vlad and Kostya” written down below.
Don’t Cry doesn’t have a single narrator: the novel shifts between the
voices of several characters. Kostya is preparing a celebration for hospital patients. His grandmother prays for his happiness. His classmate
Yulia tries to win over her first love with bold actions. Petya is sharing
his despair over a sudden illness. Vlad is trying to remember his early
childhood. They are talking honestly about the things they really worry about and even reveal something they would like to keep hidden.
Natalya Vishnyakova (born 1973) is a talented journalist and teacher,
the author of several books, films scripts and puppet theater plays.
Her Don’t Cry novel gives a chance to see modern teenagers with their
doubts, discoveries and aspirations.

12+ Tags: coming-of-age, sibling relations, first love, friendship, inclusion
Similar to: Freak the Mighty by Rodman Philbrick
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Dmitry Ishchenko:
finding the god of boyhood

Dmitry Ishchenko (born 1971) is yet unknown to a wide audience but
his debut novel demonstrates profoundness worthy of classical
children’s writers. The writer lives in Murmansk and used
to work as a journalist, screenwriter and documentary director.

Searching for the God of Boyhood
Illustrated by Masha Sudovykh
KompasGuide, 2018, 160 p.

Vanya spends his holiday with his father in Tsyp-Navolok, a settlement on the shore of the Barents Sea with the population of 3040 people — this is a real location and can be clearly recognized
in the text. Here there is nothing but a meteo campside, a military
base and an old lighthouse, so Vanya will remain without the Internet, shopping malls or even a patch of asphalt to skateboard.
The boy expects three months of boredom but soon begins to realize this place has its special charm.

22 000
copies sold

11+

34

Tags: North, coming-of-age, summer
break, children-parents relationships
Similar to: Hearts in Atlantis
by Stephen King

In one of the book’s climatic scenes a radio operator tells Vanya:
“If you have the drive to discover, to move on and to explore the unknown — the god of boyhood is with you”. You need to find your
god of boyhood, the grown-up man tells him and casts aside his
“grown-upness” when he takes a guitar and starts to play his own
songs. Vanya contemplates this notion wandering along the rocky
shore, climbing up the lighthouse, watching fishermen in the sea
and finally getting to know Misha, his only peer in the settlement.
Together the boys embark on a dangerous and exciting journey
to an abandoned military bunker.
Searching for the God of Boyhood enthralls with its cinematographic beauty: be it for his journalism experience or love for the movies,
but the author enriches the novel with vivid details avoiding excessive phrases and lengthy descriptions. With swift strokes Ishchenko creates a breathtaking landscape of Northern Russia that
at its best reminds of Andrey Zvyagintsev’s Leviathan or Alexei
Popogrebski’s How I Ended This Summer and serves as the background for personal growth of the teenage protagonist who finds
himself on the threshold between childhood and grown-up life.

YA

Svetlana Potapova:
giving voice to teenagers

Svetlana Potapova (born 1972) says her works are based on true
stories. These stories inspire the contributor to Uchitelskaya
Gazeta pedagogical newspaper to look back to the world of
teenagers, adopt their point of view and tell it in their language.

Alien Girl

KompasGuide, 2019, 128 p.
Lera has always seemed special to Lena. Even her full name — Valeria Andreyevna Rybkina — has an alien sound, like a tremendous
roar commanding everyone who dares stand in front of her. On the
catwalk Lera is looking so much better than Lena as well. In the
model studio all girls are rivals, no matter if grown-ups think otherwise. But the harsh truth puts everything in its place: Lera and
her parents were ready to tolerate everything to boost her fashion
career — even compulsive weight loss.
Svetlana Potapova’s characters are teenagers whose lives can hardly
be called happy. They are standing on the edge; their close ones feel
like a threat to them and their future seems to hold nothing good.
Almost every teenager had a similar desire to wreak havoc because
everyone is prejudiced and life is unfair. Maybe this is why Alien
Girl seems so heartbreakingly realistic even for readers who live a
different life.
Svetlana Potapova defines the genre of her fiction as social drama.
A degreed specialist in Pedagogics and a contributor to Uchitelskaya Gazeta pedagogical newspaper, she has a unique talent for
capturing the way teenagers speak as it is, unadorned and uncensored. In 2017, the novel was longlisted by Kniguru Award.
14+ Tags: eating disorders, fashion industry, children-parents relationship, coming-of-age, escape from home, troubled teenagers
Similar to: The Perks of Being a Wallflower by Stephen Chbosky
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Tamara Mikheeva:
famous russian fairytales
and coming-of-age stories author

Tamara Mikheeva (born 1979) is a writer,
traveler, mother of four, specialist in child
psychology and one of the most popular
children’s authors in Russia. She successfully
writes fairy tales, short stories and young
adult novels — all of which are popular
among children and grown-ups alike.

Classmate

KompasGuide, 2019, 136 p.
Outsider… This is a terrible word. Sounds like a life sentence without parole. What’s
worse, the school therapist is sure of it: the tests don’t lie. Yulia Ozaryonok never
wanted to be popular. She lives a simple life, has a good friend in ginger-haired Anya,
takes art lessons and secretly longs for a boy named Artyom. At school she gladly
takes part in competitions and hangs out with other teens.
But it turns out her classmates don’t care about her at all. Moreover, she has a real
enemy… Yulia faces the challenge and suddenly discovers that she is amazing the way
she is, without trendy clothes and showing-off.
12+ Tags: friendship, betrayal, relations with classmates, first love, romance
Similar to: The Clique by Lisi Harrison

Swimming to the Cave
KompasGuide, 2018, 160 p.

rights

sold to

UAE
(Arabian worldwide)

Everyone wants to find themselves. Some need a real endurance trial like stubborn
“Piggy” Misha (Three Wishes), others have to cope with betrayal like “gluten-free”
Galya (BG) and others must take on a long journey without telling parents or friends
like overburdened with study Agatha (My Six Million Steps). Each story pinpoints
one of multiple directions and tells how to stay strong when facing challenges.
12+
38

Tags: short stories, coming-of-age, finding yourself, relations with parents, traveling, endurance
Similar to: Into the Wild by Jon Krakauer

YA

Eugenia
Ovchinnikova:
if Stephen King lived in Russia

In 2018, Elena Bumagina’s debut novel was
shortlisted for Young Adult nomination of
Bookscriptor award. This page-turning story
combining detective, drama and mystery
masterfully reveals its characters and
reminds both of Soviet and American classics
of the 1950s-1960s and of Stephen King’s fiction
(It, The Dark Tower).

Leave and Return
KompasGuide, 2019, 256 p.

“after reading this message delete it”. No capital letters or punctuation marks — that’s
how Mom always writes! But how could it be because she…No, she’ s not dead; for
Nina, she’ll stay alive forever. Mom went missing five years ago when the girl was only
nine. Her father, her friends and the police couldn’t find any clues or leads.
Now Nina’s fourteen and the mysterious message instigated her to start her own investigation. Everyone’s holding something back: her father with his never-ending
“you’re just a kid”, the detective overburdened with other cases, Mom’s colleagues
from the science lab — for no apparent reason… Eugenia Ovchinnikova’s Leave and
Return trilogy starts off as a detective page-turner.
12+ Tags: detective, family relationship, missing person, Saint Petersburg, child’s imagination, science
Similar to: The Clique by Lisi Harrison

The Magic of Zero
KompasGuide, 2019, 264 p.

“Zero enigmatico”, “Zero misterioso”, “Spectacolo unico!” – the posters are
promising a once-in-a-lifetime event… Zero the magician is sweeping all over Italy
and everyone’s talking about the talented performer. It was a show of “enigmatic,
mysterious, and unique” magic that made the holiday of 15-year old Nina, Vanya and
Nastya unforgettable. In a most terrifying way.
12+

Tags: coming-of-age, animals and people, survival novel, Siberia
Similar to: Black Beauty by Anna Sewell

Marina Aromshtam:
on the way to curriculum

The novel of Marina Aromshtam (born 1960) When
the Angels Are Resting became a phenomenon
in the Russian literature. This can be easily proven
by sales, readers’ reviews and numerous awards.
The book is recognized on the international
level as well.

When the Angels Are Resting
KompasGuide, 2011, 208 p.

White Ravens

The novel tells the story of Alina, an elementary school student, and her
teacher Margarita Semyonovna, called Marsyom for short. Alina’s father
moved to France, and her mother has a new partner, whose son she has
to call brother now. Apart from this, she is worried about many other things:
her class, her friends, her favorite teacher. Narration from Alina’s point of
view is interspersed with excerpts from Marsyom’s diary — this original
dialogue of the teacher and the student becomes the axis of the novel.
In 2017, Ukrainian Ministry of Education planned to include When the Angels Are Resting in the school curriculum. The preliminary list of books
chosen for study at World Literature classes includes Roald Dahl’s Charlie
and the Chocolate Factory (Grade 5), Diana Wynne Jones’ Howl’s Walking
Castle (Grade 7), Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird (Grade 9) and others.
Marina Aromshtam’s book is supposed to be studied in the 8th grade.

48 000
copies sold

rights

sold to

China
Lithuania
Ukraine

10+ Tags: school, teacher-student relationship, coming-of-age
Similar to: Up the Down Staircase by Bel Kaufman

Marina Aromshtam on her novel:
— At that time, Angels summarized an important period of my life. I invested in it a lot emotionally and expressed what
I wanted to say back then. This is how I treat this book — an expression of a certain life period, as honest and profound
as it was possible for me. I took on writing this book when its inspirations were finishing school, and its release date
coincided with my 50th birthday. My birthday become the day of its presentation, and it was attended almost by all my
former students and their parents. On that day I dared to call myself a writer for the first time. As for the popularity
of the novel, I believe, it’s not about the text quality. Popularity means the text has many layers and different layers seem
recognizable to different people. And perhaps, there’s something consoling in the story.
40
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Gala Uzryutova:
contemporary russia
through the eyes of a teenager

Gala Uzryutova (born 1983) is a writer, poet
and dramatist with a distinctive style. In 2018
she won Bookscriptor award in New Reality
category. Her prose, poems and plays have been
published in various literary magazines and
translated into several languages.

The Country named Sasha
KompasGuide, 2019, 152 p.

“I’m a strange guy. A little country with my own customs and traditions. The country named Sasha.” You’re already sixteen, Sasha —
how come you didn’t realize this is how everyone feels? Everyone else
is like a country too, a country with its own traditions and customs
that may look surprising or outright weird. Zhenya certainly does —
the one you’re going to fall in love with, right?
For Sasha, it only takes one summer, as brief and unforgettable
as a catchy pop song, to grow from a boy to a young man. At first,
things that seemed to last forever disappear: mom doesn’t cook meatballs on Sunday because you became a vegetarian; you’re not afraid
of ghosts under your bed and butcher shops anymore; even Michael
Jackson suddenly dies. And then you get to know someone who sparks
a real revolution in your personal country.
Gala Uzryutova’s book is an honest and rich in psychological details
story about the inimitable moment when you realize the childhood is
over but don’t have a clue what lies ahead. The novel’s main character
is both relatable and ambiguous: on one page he seems a total wuss
to himself and the reader but on another he does something that few
would dare to attempt.
14+ Tags: coming-of-age, first love, relationship with parents,
friendship, searching for yourself
Similar to: The Summer I Turned Pretty by Jenny Han

Tatyana
Menshchikova:
a new take on the classical form

Tatyana Menshchikova (born 1986) is a philologist,
experienced media editor, person with wide
knowledge and multiple interests. Her curiosity
about the world is reflected in her prose: she
grants her characters love for neurophysiology
and entomology, experiments with language and
form. The result reminds both of classical school
novels and modern fiction.

My Father Lit the Stars
KompasGuide, 2019, 112 p.

“Hello! Is there anybody there?” Snail suddenly noticed this writing
when he was sitting on the stairs at his house. Holding his knees and
nearly crying — and here’s a greeting left with a crayon on the wall.
Snail offended his only school friend, his mom’s taken to the hospital
and the only person home is father, who Snail hasn’t been in touch
with for the whole eleven years! “I’m here! Will that do?” the boy
wrote below.
This spontaneous reaction, trivial personal weakness pushed the slow
and indecisive — Snail, indeed! — character to a world full of adventures, discoveries and new friends. Sometimes you don’t need much
to change a lot: just answering a simple question could be enough!
My Father Lit the Stars, Tatyana Menshchikova’s debut, despite remained intentionally modern has no connection to any specific time
period. All the difficulties the 12-year-old protagonist faces, psychological details the text is filled with and even nicknames given by
schoolkids to their teachers and one another can be easily imagined
in classical school novels. No wonder the book leaves an amazing impression: when you turn the last page, it seems this story has been
with you forever.
12+ Tags: friendship, children-parents relationship, single-parent families, school life
Similar to: The Boy Who Sailed the Ocean in an Armchair by Lara Williamson
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Stanislav Olefir

Walking in the Taiga
Illustrated by Natalya Gabeyeva
KompasGuide, 2019, 368 p.

Autumn

2019

The world of wolverines, owls and waders seems as fantastic as any
fictional universe. Few grown-ups have ever seen a chipmunk
in the wood, heard grey-headed woodpeckers drumming or enjoyed
the smell of juniper while walking along an uneven path. And for
kids the strange, otherworldly taiga is just like Narnia!
Walking in the Taiga is a collection of short stories, useful tips,
sharp observations and witty jokes — but mostly, it is a profession
of love to every living creature, the nature and people who admire its beauty. The readers will find out how the taiga changes
its appearance every season, learn how to trace steps in the snow,
listen to birds chirping in the woods and get to know “thousands
of friends”: birds, animals and fish. The animals, who haven’t been
described so vividly since Vitaly Bianki, come to life thanks to artist
Natalya Gabeyeva and the wonderful illustrations she made for the
new edition.
Since childhood, Stanislav Olefir (1938–2015) had been a fan of adventure and travel stories. In his youth he traveled all over the USSR,
from the Ukraine to the Far East. Throughout his career he worked
as an agronomist, hunter and school teacher and wrote over twenty
fiction and popular science books for children and grown-ups. His
When I was a kid, the War Went On short story collection, published by KompasGuide in 2017, immediately became popular with
readers for its simple style, attention to details and surprisingly optimistic approach.
10+ Tags: cnature, taiga, environmental

Similar to: Never Cry Wolf by Farley Mowat

Julia Kuznetsova:
complicated themes with ease

Julia Kuznetsova (born 1981) is the winner of The Sacred Dream
Prize, Kniguru Prize and V. Krapivin International Prize. Her books
prove that children and teenage fiction has no “complicated”
themes: it is the delivery that matters and Julia Kuznestsova’s
taste and common sense are perfect.

You must combine two points of view: the one of children and the one of grown-ups. Lack
of children’s viewpoint makes an adult book while lack of grown-ups’ viewpoint makes
a failed children’s book.
The character must come to me in the morning or deep at night to tell their story.
The important thing is to grasp this moment. Very often my characters come to me when
I’m walking or filling the tub. In this case I need to wipe my hands as fast as I can, find
a notebook and write everything down.
The most curious thing was when I saw in my head Grandma Jane from R Home. She appeared in the subway: instead of my reflection in the door glass I saw a neat old lady in boxing gloves. It was a miracle. Grandma Jane showed up when I had too many troubles in my
life and gave me support to overcome them all.
I wish to write something both simple and philosophical. Something easy to read and
poetical, attractive to grown-ups and children alike, entirely fictional but reflecting real
life. And I want this book to be full of adventures, sudden plot twists, secret discoveries and
surprises.
Many writers are annoyed with noise, talks, music, smelling food but to me, this helps
to relax. When you’re writing, it all unites in a single sound of an ocean and I feel like rolling on its waves. It’s hard to make it quiet at home and sometimes I go to a café. I prefer
self-service ones; otherwise it seems to me waiters are looking at you and wondering when
you’ll finally leave. And if you’re ready to stand in line to get your coffee and cake, this won’t
happen.
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Julia Kuznetsova — Russian young adult master

The First Job
KompasGuide, 2016,
2017, 256–352 p.

The First Job trilogy, published in 2016–2017, proves that Julia Kuznetsova perfectly understands modern
teenagers and can advise the reader how to choose a job, deal with other people and stand for your rights.
The First Job is literally a book about a first job 15-year-old Masha takes on: she needs to teach Spanish to
Dana, a spoiled and fidgety 6-year-old girl. Masha gets involved into this because she wants to save money
for language courses in Barcelona – and because of this unexpected teaching experience she begins to better
understand herself and people around her. Disobedient Dana forces the young teacher to be interesting
and improve herself to achieve her goals. Masha starts to see other people – the little girl, her ill-mannered
babysitter, school teachers and even her own parents – from the grown-up perspective. This new role can
give her a lot.
The second part of Masha Molochnikova’s story is full of summertime lightness. Three weeks of language
courses in the capital of Catalonia promise many things and a new, unique experience. The girl will deal with
Spanish classes, diverse groupmates and teachers that differ from the ones she used to know. A 15-year-old
protagonist is ready for everything: Spanish grammar is checked, a book about Gaudi lies in the backpack,
and the head is full of plans and ideas. But how will a strange city meet her? With the landlady be nice? Will
the girl manage to feel grown-up and independent? At a certain moment the city itself will talk to Masha –
and this will be the turning point for her.
The third part begins when Masha gets back to Moscow and her return turns differs greatly from she has
expected. Her mom does not seem to be glad to see her again, and this is the reason: Masha is going to have a
younger brother! Dad has to take care about mother, so he became more nervous and aggressive. The school
year speeds up from the very beginning and every teacher threatens the students with upcoming state exams.
Roma, Masha’s best friend, stopped going to school – something happened to him. 6-year-old Dana must be
prepared for the first grade, and that means Spanish lessons are not enough. And Beatrix classes are not so
cool anymore: newcomers think Masha is too arrogant and manage to spoil even these ninety minutes.
In this series of novels all the situations the characters have to face are typical for 2010-s and the solutions
they find are constructive. Perhaps, Masha Molochnikova tends to a more “masculine” behavior compared
to other female characters of teenage literature. This fact, combined with allergy to stereotypes, makes her a
perfect modern female protagonist.

12+
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Tags: teenage job, coming-of-age, inspiring, first love, friendship, children/parents relationship
Similar to: The Evolution of Calpurnia Tate by Jacqueline Kelly
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Irochka

KompasGuide, 2019, 224 p.
Irochka is four and she has a younger brother. They stay with Mom and Dad in
the city and at the sea resort and live with Grandma and Grandpa when they go to
the countryside. Mom’s always full of ideas. You never can tell what she comes up
with: splashing fishes in the river, gather a pirate crew or explain the snails how
to return home…
The kids are busy as well: Grandma’s hen ran away and had to be caught. Next
time they need to trach Mom how to feed chicken and rabbit or give some tea to a
frozen bird house. So many things to do! Everything is so strange and exciting —
still they find time to hear Mom and Dad’s interesting stories.
Julia Kuznetsova’s wonderful short stories are a perfect choice for reading aloud
by the whole family. Each will recognize themselves in the characters and find
something to laugh and think of. The stories are brilliantly illustrated by Irina
Gavrilova: it seems there’s a smile hidden in each picture.

Draft
cover

5+ Tags: first reading, friendship, sibling relationship, children-grown-ups relationship,
picture book
Similar to: Madeleine by Ludwig Bemelmans

R Home

Illustrated by Olga Gromova
KompasGuide, 2015, 192 p.

rights

sold to

Hungary

40 000
copies sold

Grandma Jane was a very modest grandmother, and, most of all, she was afraid
of upsetting her son and the other family members. For example, she didn’t tell
them that she wasn’t watching soap operas, but, in fact, loved boxing. One day,
the father met his former classmate, who told him that he was the director
of a wonderful place where old men and women can take a break from their
labours. After hesitating a bit, the father then sent his mum to the Rest home,
or the R Home (he somehow could not pronounce the whole phrase). Not wanting
to upset her son, grandmother Jane agreed, though she didn’t want to leave
because she was not tired of looking after her beloved people.

10+

MIDDLE GRADE

Tags: children/grandparents relationship, freedom, fantasy world
Similar to: One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest by Ken Kesey

Vasylkin…To the Blackboard!
KompasGuide, 2017, 112 p.

The collection of funny stories from the life of a third-grader, which comprises
a composite novel and reveal their character. Although the readers know this
character well enough: Vasylkin is just like any nine-year-old student. His
adventures are familiar to any third-grader: Vasylkin and his friend think up the
funniest prank for April Fools’ Day, he decides to learn to play the guitar by the
end of the year, or he personally experiences what “a weight off shoulders”
expression means.

7+

Tags: school life, student/teacher relationship, funny stories, children psychology
Similar to: The Class by Boni Ashburn

130 000
copies sold

Svetlick Tuchkin and the Wishing Bubble
KompasGuide, 2019, 264 p.

12 000
copies sold
in 3 months

Svetlick Tuchkin’s school routine turns into fantastic adventure. He can travel
between the future and the past without any time machine. How’s that possible?
He doesn’t know himself. There’s a fairy and a huge soap bubble and when Svetlik
is inside the bubble, his dreams come true — but not the way he expected.
The amazing story of a 7-year old boy starts in the first grade. He is bored with
handwriting worksheets, examples and home reading. The kindergarten was
way better — all you had to do was playing and goofing around! “I wish I could
get back in time”, Svetlik thinks and teams up with his cousin Rodya. Together,
they come up with a seemingly perfect plan.
Victoria Lederman (born 1970) in a winner of multiple awards, including Krapivin
Award. In 2019 her Improbabilities Theory novel received Alisa Children’s
Science Fiction Award, founded by Kir Bulychev. With Svetlick Tuchkin and the
Wishing Bubble, she remains true to her style: intriguing plot and psychological
accuracy make her latest novel comparable to the best works of children’s sci-fi.
However, Victoria Lederman’s novels are on the verge of becoming modern-day
classics themselves.

6+ Tags: : time travel, school, friendship, sibling relationship

Similar to: There’s No Wifi on the Prairie by Nicholas O. Time
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Victoria Lederman
Improbabilities Theory
KompasGuide, 2018, 376 p.

49 000
copies sold

Matvey is in the 7th grade and he’s edgy and arrogant like many kids of his age.
He cares only about computer games and he goes to school only because “they
make him do it”. The world pays him back: his friends eventually disappear and
his mother is always arguing with him. There’s no surprise that after a horrible
morning the Internet went off Matvey meets street bullies and has to flee.
The escape suddenly ends up in a parallel universe: Matvey hid in a concreate
pipe somewhere at the end of the city and dived out in a world where Matvey
Dobrovolsky never existed. Here, in this new world, Matvey’s mom gave birth
to a girl named Miloslava!
The protagonist needs assistance of Venya Vatrushkin, a boy from his school.
Only this outcast who keeps getting himself in troubles can believe in Dobrovolsky’s fantastic story. Making friends with Venya once seemed to Matvey
as the most impossible thing ever but only this friendship might save him.
He’ll have to change his life and attitude to it as well; but according to school
novels’ traditions, this is why he got in such troubles in the first place.

10+ Tags: school novel, parallel universe, children-parents relationship, friendship,
urban fantasy
Similar to: Pivot Point by Kasie West

Eleven y.o. Only,
or Amourette in Fifth Grade
KompasGuide, 2017, 128 p.

rights

sold to

Lithuania

Egor and Nikita, the novel’s main characters, are surprised to see Angelina,
a new girl in class. A couple of weeks later, both fall in love with her. What will
happen to their friendship that lasts for — just think of it! — eleven years and
who will conquer Angelina’s heart?

10+ Tags: school life, love triangle, first love, friendship, children/parents relationship
Similar to: The Summer I Turned Pretty by Jenny Han

105 000
copies sold

Yuri Nikitinsky:
russian-ukrainian conflict through the children’s eyes

Yuri Nikitinsky (born 1970) wrote over 20 children’s book
throughout his 25-year career. Vovka Who Rode the Bomb won
Korneychukovsky Award in 2015 and New Children’s Book contest
in 2016, and now it is the most anticipated text for children among
Russian liberal public.

Vovka Who Rode the Bomb
KompasGuide, 2018, 88 p.

Vovka and his best friend Vlad never get bored therefore every day
they start a new adventure. Once, while playing soldiers, Vovka accidentally gave Vlad a black eye and later was dying of envy: being
a wounded soldier is so honorable! Next time the boys organized
a stable supply of canaries to the pet shop — if you take a proper
care of the birds, they breed on their own. Later the shop got closed.
It was destroyed by a missile, but not the one Vovka rode. And he
really rode one, sitting on it and crying this was not a bomb, just
a shell. How come no one could tell the difference?
Yuri Nikitinsky’s novel, although following the educative and entertaining traditions of Soviet children’s literature, handles other
topics as well — first of all, the war. Attentive readers will surely
realize, through landscape descriptions and toponyms, that the story takes place in the eastern part of the present-day Ukraine. But
this knowledge does not alter the perception of this story, it goes
beyond any certain place or time period. Never-ending artillery attacks change the lives of the boys, but remain on the background
and do not influence them for a time-being. This is the saving attribute of the child’s mind, masterfully captured by the author.
We have read a lot about the war, KompasGuide even has its War
Childhood series, but this subject is delivered differently in this
book — sharper and, for apparent reasons, devoid of nostalgia.
The war is a part of daily routine for the main characters, but
not the most significant one: thinking something up, playing and
having fun is much more important to them.
10+ Tags: tolerance, school life, coming-of-age, wars
of the 21st century, boyhood
Similar to: Green On Blue by Elliot Ackerman
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Nina Dashevskaya:
musical prose with multiple layers

Nina Dashevskaya (born 1979) — Moscow Conservatory
graduate, winner of all Russian literature contests worth
mentioning and the regular nominee of Astrid Lindgren Prize.
Her prose is acclaimed for its musical sense and psychological
accuracy — the way she gives voice to her characters’ thoughts
is literally flawless.

I love my work in the theater and I really love writing. But in the orchestra, I have my notes,
a conductor and a certain task. Writing gives me freedom to do what I want.
I cannot create antagonists. Every book needs them, but somehow, I manage to do without
them. I’d like to give my readers an impression that grown-ups they could talk to actually
exist.
Sometimes it’s good to get an on a journey without any opportunity to use a computer.
Are parents ready for this trial? In fact, it’s a good way of relaxing and returning to real-life
communication only — it’s a kind of informational detox. And surely, books are read much
better on a journey.
I got my bicycle when I was 30. My husband gave me two bicycles as a present, because it’s
better to ride together. I don’t have time to ride for fun, though. I ride to work and these are
one of my happiest days. The joy you feel when you ride a bicycle can’t be compared to joylessness of being stuck in a traffic jam or seeing grey faces around you in the subway. You
speed along the Moscow River embankment seeing lots of young people on bicycles and it
feels like everyone around you is happy and in love.
Gadgets are not evil. They’re a tool and the point is how to use them properly. First of all,
it’s a communication tool. And if our children, instead of reading a book, write a letter
to a living person, maybe we have something to learn from them.
I enjoyed Gary Schmidt’s Okay for Now a lot. It precisely describes how a “troubled teen”
sees a work of art, is fascinated by it and his life begins to change. It’s a very honest book.
I believe that’s how it happens in reality.
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About Music

KompasGuide, 2017, 128 p.

12+ Tags: teenagers, coming of age,

music, school life, psychological
prose
Similar to: Nine Stories
by J.D. Salinger

rights

sold to

Lithuania

In her About Music collection, Nina Dashevskaya successfully tells
a captivating story in such a way that afterwards you want to read
the text again, paying attention to its smallest details and savoring
its best moments. This is the Russian language at its most beautiful,
devoid of lengthening, with thought-provoking subtleness, rhythm
and melody. Those who are questioning the talent of contemporary
writers must read Nina Dashevskaya, the Russian nominee for Astrid
Lindgren Memorial Award in 2018.
Characters of all the stories feel like our neighbors, friends or ourselves.
Their thoughts are as scattered and feelings as controversial as ours,
and making decisions is just as troublesome to them as it is to us.
It is hard to believe that Nina Dashevskaya did not live these lives and
just imagined them.
Arkady Kalina loves the violin, but he loves the sea even more.
Perhaps, he does not love the violin at all: love is always complicated,
when you are fourteen (Dublin and the Sea). This “it’s complicated”
is too familiar to gloomy Anton, who seems to be ignored by his
classmates (alas, including the girls). But thankfully they can’t hear
him singing a folk song at music school — this would be such a shame!
(Ah, It Is Not Yet Evening). Lelya, who got her head shaved, feels
strange in a new neighborhood and does not like people around her.
Only a guy nicknamed John is cool, but he is a skater boy, so he would
not care about her and her stupid piano (Spring Sonata). Oska from
the 7th grade finally finds a soulmate in his classmate Nikita — they
have been studying together for six years and finally became friends.
This friendship changed Oska, who used to be a loner, but eventually
it suddenly began to tear apart… (Headphones)

The Second

KompasGuide, 2018, 128 p.

What moves our lives? Accidental meetings, kind words and
unexpected discoveries all of a sudden make us shudder, look back
and make amends. Knecht, an artist, takes a new look at the tiresome
“city hall — cobbled streets — quay” landscape. Dominic overcomes
his fear of heights and is no more overshadowed by his father —
a brilliant tightrope walker. Olya understands who really sent her the
bouquet of flowers. And Prokhor from the title story becomes a true
musician capable to play the greatest and indomitable Mozart!
Short stories from this collection tell the same message in different
ways: you’ll never always feel you’re the first, but being unique is way
more important. Comparing yourself to someone more successful,
talented and ambitious is pointless: your past can be the only tuning
pitch for you in the present.
11+
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Tags: shorts stories, growing up, musicians, artists, circus
Similar to: The Little Man by Erich Kästner
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Nina Dashevskaya’s book is an obvious
descendant of Alice in Wonderland by Lewis
Carroll. It also bears resemblances to Pippy
Longstocking by Astrid Lindgren, Charlie
and the Chocolate Factory by Roald Dahl,
and Peter Pan by James Barry.

Willy

KompasGuide, 2015, 112 p.

rights

sold to

Ukraine
Czech Republic

Tian Vorobyov has never had a bicycle. He sits during class, dreaming of this — before the teacher scolds him for having his head
in the clouds. After school, he heads home through a park, sits
on a bench to eat his snack, and spots a newspaper next to him with
this announcement: “Will give bicycle to good hands.” The only requirement is to go to Pendulum Lane and find the owner, Augustina Blyum.
Tian does not know where Pendulum Lane is located. Wandering around the city, he goes into a bookstore and asks for a map –
but even on the most detailed one, there is no such place to be
found. The owner of the store, a lover and collector of maps, is confused. This address is marked only on an old map of the city; as it
turns out, Pendulum Lane is very close by.
On the sought-after street, Tian meets a tall, high-school-age boy,
who treats him to homemade cookies and leads him to a lovely garden in the courtyard — there stands a bicycle, looking for its new
owner. “Hi. My name is Willy,” the bicycle says to Tian. “Can you
hear him?” the older boy asks Willy. “That means that Willy is now
yours!” Tian asks about where Augustina Blyum is and the other
boy laughs, saying, “Augustina Blyum — that’s me. People often
mistake me for a boy because I am very tall.” They sit on the steps
and chat; Tian complains that he does not like his full name, Sebastian. “What a beautiful name! I will call you that from now on,”
answers Augustina.
Tian never knew how to ride a bicycle, but he has barely climbed
on top of Willy when he starts cycling, confidently and easily. With
his talking bike, he circles around the neighborhood and, the next
morning, he rides on it to school. For the first time, he is not late;
the strict teacher even smiles at him! But it’s only the beginning
of his wonderful adventures…

28 000
copies sold

7+

Tags: bike, fairy tale, school, city maze, children/parents relationship
Similar to: When the Robbers Came to Cardamom Town
by Thorbjørn Egner

Sophia Remez:
creativity against boredom

Sophia Remez (born 1983) graduated Art History Department
of Moscow State University and began her career in children’s
literature with creativity-filled short stories. Her character
manages to transform daily routine with their imagination.

Notes of Gosha Kunitsin,
a Fourth Grader
KompasGuide, 2019, 128 p.

Autumn

2019

Gosha wrote his first story when he was in the fourth grade. Actually,
it was not a story but a fairy tale about the Gingerbread Man that escaped from the fox. It also featured the three little pigs and Harry Potter: finally, these great characters have the chance to meet! But Mom
and Dad didn’t like Gosha’s writing — parents can be so boring, right?
But you’ll surely appreciate the talented kid! Moreover, Gosha learned
his lesson from his Gingerbread Man story: the best characters must
be real. This time he writes about himself, his parents and baby brother. It turns out characters like these can have fun and exciting adventures no talking animal or wizard could dream of!
The collection of short stories about Gosha Kunitsin combine into
a tale tale showing how creativity can turn ordinary life into a wonderful fairy tale. Vivid imagination prevents Gosha from getting bored —
and readers as well: his stories are like Dennis’ Notes by Victor Dragunsky set in the present day.
Several stories from Sophia Remez’s (born 1983) book were already
printed in Chizh and Yozh magazine but this is the first time they
are published in a single volume. Classical stories about school and
family inspire and give advice to their young readers how to act
in unfamiliar situations.
8+
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Tags: school life, creativity, family, sibling relationship
Similar to: The Fourteenth Goldfish by Jennifer Holm
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Anastasia Strokina:
nordic charm

Anastasia Strokina (born 1984) sets her stories in Northern Russia
and Scandinavia following Selma Lagerlöf and Hans Christian
Andersen. Her wonderful fairy tales are both modern and
timeless — they perfectly fit both 19th and 21st centuries.

No matter what they say about negative influence of Disney characters, I don’t care even
if they’re based on some serious research. If I say something bad about them it’ll feel like
betraying my childhood.
Children and grown-ups are different. It is essential to talk to kids about ontological matters like life and death, friendship and betrayal, finding your path in life. But grown-ups
are physiologically different, so erotic things or something like this shouldn’t be imposed
on children. I’m not against freedom, everything is possible in literature and art. But seeing
no difference between physical aspects of childhood and adulthood is unnatural.
We lived beyond the Arctic Circle in a small military town. We didn’t have many children’s
books at home. Once, when my dad went someplace far he brought back Wilhelm Hauff’s
fairy tales. So they became my favorite. Then they were followed by The Wizard of the Emerald City and our hallway became the Yellow Brick Road. After that I got many books from
all over the country but I still love magical fairy tales most of all for their ability to blend
weirdness and wisdom.
Even before school I wrote something about airplanes - my father was a military pilot.
This was because I couldn’t write and kids need to express themselves somehow. Most kids
do this though drawing but I had absolutely no talent and looked for another way of expression.
When I was growing up they told us well we didn’t read much because of videogames.
Every generation has something that distracts from reading. When the cinema appeared,
people rushed to watch movies although they were silent. Before that people had concerts,
music performances, markets, theaters. Tomorrow there’ll be other distractors, some other
gadgets we can’t even think of. Yes, books have to compete for attention. It has always been
like this. And great books have succeeded.
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The Whale Goes North
Illustrated by Irina Petelina
KompasGuide, 2015, 96 p.

64 000
copies sold

“Never scorn your children for dreaming. They’re searching for
their own island” — this is how Anastasia Strokina sums up
the storyline of The Whale Goes North: a funny animal mamoru is looking for the island he is destined to reach, and he must
make no mistake.
The Whale Goes North is a philosophical parable, comprehensible for children of 7-8 and entertaining for grown-ups. Like
every good children’s book of the 21st century, it blends a fairy
tale plot with a “morale” and educational elements. In Anastasia
Strokina’s case these elements are stories about life on Bering
Island, the Aleuts and their mythology. Vivid, metaphorical and
impeccably stylish illustrations by Irina Petelina make this release the collector’s edition.
“Most of all I want this tiny book to make little readers think
about friendship and loneliness, love and forgiveness, tolerance, avarice and betrayal. And trust me, my dear, little, kind,
good-hearted ones: dreaming is fine. Dream on, while it lasts!”,
encourages Anastasia.
the whole
ENGLISH
translation
is available

5+

Tags: indigenous peoples, philosophic tale, journey, North, fantastic
animals
Similar to: The Wonderful Adventures of Nils by Selma Lagerlof

The Bead of the Pocket Dwarf
Illustrated by Oleg Braude
KompasGuide, 2017. 160 p.

The Bead of the Pocket Dwarf continues these Northern motives:
Anastasia Strokina is charmed with the North, and this time, the
magic world she created becomes alive on the streets of Saint-Petersburg, in Finland, on the rocky shores of Iceland and Greenland and, most importantly, in the hearts of readers of all ages.
The Bead of the Pocket Dwarf is full of adventures and is always
in motion, but first of all, it is the story of discovering your true
self. Illustrations made by Oleg Braude reflect both the adventurousness of the book and its inimitable atmosphere: cold but
magical, with a well-earned happy ending.
The Bead of the Pocket Dwarf is an Andersen-like story: a girl
Vera rushes headlong into the world of adventures to save her little sister Varya. Many dangers and surprises await her — but she
won’t face them alone: her best friends, dog Lille and a bird nicknamed Bird, will help and support her. And there’s something
else: the magic medicine that can save Varya, belongs to…a storyteller named Topelius. It’s him Vera must find — meeting
the ghost couple and lots of other amazing creatures on her way.
5+
60

Tags: journey, North, scary tale, illness, absurd
Similar to: Ole Lukøje by Hans Christian Andersen

CH

Maria Fedotova:
the world of Arctic childhood
Playing with Stones
KompasGuide, 2019, 96 p.
Illustrated by Irina Galkina

Once little Nulginet saw a tiny man and wondered why he was
so small. “He’s only a kid, just like you are”, her mother laughed.
And how was the girl supposed to know there were other children in the world? She was the only child around.
Nulginet enjoys playing with stones: you can ride big ones like
a reindeer, and in big brown boulders you can place wolves and
bears. They’re not real, but still scary. “Real” toys are different:
they smell badly and make unpleasant noises when you press
them. But the girl loves the ball most: it bounces happily, unlike
any stones. This ball is her first contact with “the big world”.
Nulginet’s name means “born during migration”, and she lives
in a family of reindeer herders who never stay in on place for long.
The girl resembles a character of Mountain of Gems cartoon series: her life and herself seem so unreal and magical. This may
sound hard to believe, but the stories collected under this title
are not fairy tales, they are real memories of grown-up Nulginet.
Now her name is Maria Fedotova, she is an experienced teacher and a popular Far East writer. She writes in Russian, Yakut
and Evenki languages.
Playing with Stones was originally published in Evenki, and was
translated to Russian by Ariadna Borisova. For this novel Maria
Fedotova-Nulginet (born 1946) was awarded V. Krapivin Prize
in “Small Motherland” nomination. Illustrations made by Irina
Galkina perfectly capture the spirit of the book and enrich its
content. For elementary school readers, Playing with Stones will
certainly become a discovery: they will find out our world can
be so diverse!
5+ Tags: ethic groups, Northern, tribe culture

Similar works of fiction:
— Nanook of the North (1922) — a film by Robert Flaherty;
Playing with Stones pays as much attention to details of daily life in the North.
— White Fang (1906) — a novel by Jack London:
in Maria Fedotova’s stories animals also play an important role.
— Lost in the Barrens (1956) — a novel by Farley Mowat:
Playing with Stones also emphasizes the importance of friendship between different ethnic groups.

Natalya Yevdokimova:
first reading with a message

Natalya Yevdokimova (born 1979) is the writer of children
and teenage fiction, script for famous Russian TV sketch show
Yeralash, the finalist of multiple literature awards. Her short
stories about Mitya and Lika are a perfect choice for teaching
little children to read.

Dandelions for Mom

Illustrated by: Aleksandra Balashova
KompasGuide, 2019, 168 p.
Mitya is already big. But Lika’s even bigger. She’s one year older and
half a head taller. They do everything together — but always differently! When they go for a walk, Lika is playing with a wooden truck
and Mitya — with a boat. When they go to the zoo, Lika likes a pigeon
best and Mitya, a sparrow (while Dad hopes to impress them with elephants and giraffes). This happens every time. But they put aside their
differences when they want to make Mom and Dad happy.
Famous Russian writer Natalya Yevdokimova (born 1979) believes that
even the books for little kids must deliver a social or psychological
message. But to avoid moralizing, the book should be both entertaining and easy to understand, with short phrases and simple sentences.
Beautiful and emotional illustrations by Aleksandra Balashova complete and facilitate the story making the characters relatable to youngest readers.

-+
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Tags: first reading, friendship, children-parents relationship, sibling relationship
Similar to: The Spectacular City by Teresa Heapy

C

Alexander Blinov:
meaningful weirdness

The Mad Etiquette or Twenty-Three
Insightful Stories To Make Your Skin
Crawl
KompasGuide, 2019, 152 p.

The boy who was yawning all the time. The girl who was always dropping things. The boy who couldn’t stop picking his nose. The girl who
kept smacking her lips. These and many others strange — or quite ordinary? — boys and girls can be found in this collection of Alexander
Blinov’s funny and absurd short stories.
Alexander Blinov’s miniatures follow traditions of Soviet children’s
fiction — the free, nontrivial and open to experiments literature that
sheltered many talented authors whose “serious” works were banned
from publishing. The most prominent of them was Daniil Kharms,
popular in the 1930s and rediscovered in the 1990s. Other authors The
Mad Etiquette reminds of are Jacques Prévert, Roland Topor and other
masters of slightly “weird” children’s literature.
Autumn

2019

5+

Tags: short stories, absurd, funny, school, friendship, relationship with parents
Similar to: Histoires Pressées by Bernard Friot

Masha Was Eating Cereal
KompasGuide, 2019, 152 p.

Masha’s arms and legs live on their own. Of course, they are not separated from the body. But like Mom’s old doll, Masha has her limbs
attached with rubber strings.
Her legs keep twisting and turning, getting stuck or walking wherever they want to. Sometimes they stand still all of a sudden. They can
do this for half an hour. Or an hour. They leave Masha no choice but
to stand as well. “Hurry up, Masha. We’re getting late!” But how could
she, when her legs want to stay?
And that’s just the beginning of where Masha’s wild fantasy can take
her! She leaves milk for hungry trolleybuses on the window-pane,
steals the show in the circus and asks a friendly griffin to change her
Fs to Bs...

5+
Autumn

2019
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Tags: absurd, funny stories, elementary school, children-grown-up relationship,
friendship
Similar to: La Princesse Angine by Roland Topor

C

Natalia and Andrei
Snegiryov:
first Soviet comic strip

Natalia and Andrei Snegiryovs’s comics are an entertainment
for the whole family (grown-ups will also have a lot of fun)
and a great way to learn to read. Colorful pictures, brief and
easy texts, lots of action and good humor make Keshka a perfect
choice for parents looking for a book their child will get
immersed in for a long time.
Natalia Snegiryova and Andrei Snegiryov

Keshka in the center of attention
KompasGuide, 2018, 192 p.

There’s Tintin in France and Belgium, there are the Moomins in Finland, and there’s Keshka in Russia. For generations, readers have
been falling in love with the Russian comics’ most popular cat, who
recently celebrated his 25th anniversary. Funny, lively, cunning and
slightly narcissistic, Keshka has not aged or changed a bit. He learned
to speak other languages, though: in 2018, stories about him started
to be published in Switzerland.
Short comic strips about Keshka first appeared in Soviet newspaper
Semya (“Family”) in January 1991. Since then, every week children
waited for their parents to bring a new issue, cut out the strips, colored them and collected in folders — and as it turned out 25 years later,
kept them with care. In the Internet there are several communities,
where Semya readers, who are grown-ups now, share digitalized version of these strips.
4+

Tags: comics, animals, funny
Similar to: Garfield by Jim Davis

rights

sold to

Switzerland

(French Language)

73 000
copies sold
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KompasGuide Publishing House has reissued four Keshka strip collections in paperback, and in 2018 it releases the complete collection
in hardcover. Especially for these collections, Andrei and Natalia Snegiryovs, Keshka’s parents, colored the strips (the ones that were originally black-and-white), reworked the text and “smoothed” the visual
style to create editions suitable for modern elementary school audience.
The full and detailed story of the feline explorer is comprised of over
90 short and long episodes: Keshka happened to hunt mice in his
apartment, visit the North, time-travel and even make a journey to the
Moon. He reminds of Tintin, Simon’s Cat and Mickey Mouse simultaneously; however, Russian cultural features remain clearly distinctive.

C

Marina Babanskaya
and Natalya Karpova:
informative storytelling

Writer Marina Babanskaya is in love with wildlife and every
summer she travels along Siberia or Far East collecting
folklore and information about local culture. These multiple
travels resulted in a big book illustrated by Natalya Karpova,
who visualizes all relevant details and makes the story even
more entertaining.

From East to West:
Journey of a Message in a Bottle
KompasGuide, 2019, 152 p.

Writer Marina Babanskaya and illustrator Natalya Karpova joined
their efforts in an ambitious and unique project: a richly illustrated
encyclopedia of Russian people and regions, where the chapters are
united by a common storyline. The plot device enabling to visit many
unusual places is… a bottle in the sea.
The message in the bottle was sent by Pyotr Kruglov, a lighthouse
keeper. He asks everyone who found his letter to add a small message
telling about themselves, the place they live, the way they spend their
time and the traditions they live by. On its voyage, the bottle will travel all over Russia from Vladivostok to Saint Petersburg and appear
in regions most readers have never been to.
Strange traditions of Kalmykia and Kabardino-Balkaria, rare skills
essential for survival in Yakutia and Tuva, cultural habits in old cities like Kazan and Tutayev — all of this got the authors’ attention.
Every location and every person are depicted with love and respect;
the authors emphasize the value of ethnic and regional diversity, point
out how indigenous people are adapting their traditional lifestyle
to the new age and describe details even few grown-ups heard of.
Although this encyclopedia is aimed for 10-year-old readers, it will
certainly entertain grown-ups and due to unique visual style of its
illustrations it will become a worthy item in every book collection.
The subtle storytelling gives the book a special charm: epistolary narration feels natural and helps to put together multiple elements.
8+

68

Tags: non-fiction, encyclopedia, ethnic studies, geography, Russia, indigenous people, culture studies
Similar to: Nils Holgerssons underbara resa genom Sverige by Selma Lagerlöf

N O N - F I C TI O N

Alena Vodopyanova
and Ekaterina Krivich:
from daily routine to knowledge through game

Writer Alena Vodopyanova and illustrator Ekaterina Krivich
discover lots of interesting things about vegetables that can
be found in any kitchen. Perhaps they were inspired by classical
Adventures of Cipollino, but they brought vegetables to life
not for a social commentary but for making an informative book.

Secret Life of Vegetables:
Funny Stories, Tasks and Tales
KompasGuide, 2019, 208 p.

Why shouldn’t one look in the mirror on the Cabbage Ball? Will detectives Cherry Holmes and Dr. Tomato Watson solve the case of the disappeared vegetables? Why did Grandpa Potato change his pirate outfit
for a general’s uniform? Why is Uncle Chip so bad? The book answers
these questions — and many others as well.
The characters get into funny and enthralling adventures and discover
something new about themselves. And if something remains unclear,
they ask the wisest vegetable in the whole world for help. Who could it
be? Auntie Pumpkin that lives on the cupboard’s top shelf is rumored
to remember the history of vegetables from the days of Bean King.
And she is always ready to share her knowledge.
The book for elementary students by Alena Vodopyanova and Ekaterina Krivich is an encyclopedia, a collection of puzzles, a picture book
and a story with an action-packed plot. The authors share implicitly
through their tales about kitchen vegetables the basics of biology and
demonstrate what it feels like to see this world through someone else’s
eyes.
To do this, they created characters with familiar personality types:
funny and attentive Zucchini, hardened sea-wolf Eggplant, fearless
and lively Pepper. At the end of each chapter the readers will find puzzles and tests: some of them can be solved by carefully re-reading the
text while others require extra knowledge and imagination.
8+

70

Tags: non-fiction, encyclopedia, gamebook
Similar to: The Canterbury Puzzles by Henry E. Dudeney

NF

Overwhelming non-fiction
for adventure seekers
Eugene Rudashevsky

The Extreme Picnic: Bonfire, Hunger, Thirst, Shelter
KompasGuide, 2018, 178 p.

In 2018, KompasGuide starts new series by Eugene Rudashevsky
called The Extreme Picnic. It is a collection of short
encyclopedias addressed to children and adolescents from
9 to 13 which provides lifehacks for those who go for a trip —
or just want to go, maybe tomorrow, maybe some other time.
30-year-old Eugene Rudashevsky is an experienced traveler
himself, therefore he has a lot to tell about this subject: from
setting a bonfire correctly to avoiding wild animals in the forest
or in the mountains.
The Extreme Picnic includes 4 books: Bonfire, Hunger, Thirst,
and Shelter. Each of them is divided in three parts: green, yellow,
and red. The green one describes typical situations like what
kind of food you should put in your backpack. The yellow one
deals with small difficulties, for examples, the heavy rain which
destroyed your camp. And the last chapters, red ones, concerns
the extreme cases like finding yourself lost in the woods without
a drop of water.
Eugene Rudashevsky prepared huge amount of examples from
all the adventure novels he ever read (probably he’s read them
all!), from his own experience, so every book itself becomes
as overwhelming as a solid novel of Fenimore Cooper. Funny,
wise, inspiring, informative — such adjectives could describe
the style of these series.
10+ Tags: survival, non-fiction, adventures, travelling, challenge

Similar to: Everest by Alexandra Stewart and Joe Todd-Stanton
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NON

Natalya Volkova

Tatyana Sergeeva

KompasGuide, 2018, 160 p.

KompasGuide, 2018, 112 p.

Multicolored Snow

Free Exercises

12+ Tags: sdetective, history, coming-of-age, school, history,
World War II, relationships between grown-ups and
children
Similar to: The Secret of the Old Clock
by Carolyn Keene

rights

Victoria Lederman

sold to

KompasGuide, 2016, 256 p.

friendship, psychological novel, young adult
Similar to: Norwegian Wood by Haruki Murakami

B AC K L I ST

relationship with parents, choosing an occupation,
wins and losses
Similar to: Stealing Parker by Miranda Kenneally

Lithuania

The First-year Student
10+ Tags: student life, coming-of-age, first love,

12+ Tags: coming-of-age, sports, artistic gymnastics,

Stanislav Olefir

When I Was a Kid, the War
Went On
KompasGuide, 2017, 152 p.

10+ Tags: true story, existentialism, occupation, Belarus, World
War II, childhood during the war
Similar to: Fly Away Home by Christine Nöstlinger

Tamara Mikheeva

Tamara Mikheeva

KompasGuide, 2017, 140 p.

KompasGuide, 2016, 176 p.

The Islanders

13+ Tags: summertime, first love, survival story,

friendship, rural landscape
Similar to: My Life Next Door by Frances Huntley
Fitzpatrick

10+ Tags: adopted child, children/parents relationship,

divorce, new family, new friends,
moving to the new place
Similar to: The Secret Garden by Frances Hodgson Burnett

Tamara Mikheeva

Tamara Mikheeva

KompasGuide, 2015, 208 p.

KompasGuide, 2015, 256 p.

The Dolphins’ Children
10+ Tags: summertime, children without adults,

loneliness, animals, science fiction, friendship, first
love, adventure novel
Similar to: Dandelion Wine by Ray Bradbury
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The Gentle Mountain

Asya’s Summer

6+ Tags: summertime, sic-lit, coming-of-age, magical realism,
overcoming difficulties, friendship
Similar to: Bridge to Terabithia by Katherine Paterson

Tamara Mikheeva

Yanka

KompasGuide, 2018, 200 p.
14+ Tags: coming-of-age, young adult, moving to another

place, first love, parents’ divorce,
losing your close ones
Similar to: Die Mitte der Welt by Andreas Steinhöfel

Pavel Vereshchagin

Recipe of War

KompasGuide, 2018, 128 p.
12+ Tags: allegory novel, dystopia, first love, satire

Similar to: Rüb-rüb-hurra by Christine Nöstlinger

Natalya Savushkina

A King’s Deed

KompasGuide, 2019, 136 p.
8+ Tags: friendship, betrayal, friendship, loss and grief,
millennials, 1980s, Soviet childhood
Similar to: The Year the Swallows Came Early
by Kathryn Fitzmaurice

Tatyana Mart

Anka M. and Anka P.
KompasGuide, 2019, 192 p.

8+ Tags: friendship, travel, grown-ups-children relationship
Similar to: 11 Birthdays by Wendy Mass

Antonina Malysheva

Victoria Lederman

KompasGuide,
2019, 112 p.

KompasGuide,
2017, 104 p.

The Oblivion
Cat

8+
Tags: school, friendship, magic realism, grown-ups-children
relationships, fantasy, amnesia
Similar to: Harold and the Purple Crayon
by Crockett Johnson

Julia Kuznetsova

Fib Tiny Beetle
KompasGuide,
2016, 144 p.

11+
Tags: sillness, sick-lit, children/parents relationship
Similar to: The Fault in Our Stars by John Green

Julia Kuznetsova

Woodworking
Tales
or How Grisha
Crafted Toys

Illustrated
by Sergey Gavrilov
KompasGuide,
2018, 84 p.
8+

Tags: crafting, picture book, sibling relations, childrenparents relations, summer
Similar to: What Do People Do All Day? by Richard Scurry
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Classes
Canceled

6+
Tags: school life, student/teacher relationship, funny stories,
children psychology
Similar to: Like Myself! by Karen Beaumont

Julia Kuznetsova

Daddy, Where
Are You?
KompasGuide,
2016, 208 p.

12+
Tags: prison, coming-of-age, children/parents relationship
Similar to: White Oleander by Janet Fitch

Julia Kuznetsova

Holiday in Riga
Illustrated
by Anna Speshilova
KompasGuide,
2018, 168 p.

5+
Tags: travel, sibling relations, the Baltic countries, sea
Similar to: Little Women by Louisa May Alcott

Julia Kuznetsova

How Do
I Write?

KompasGuide,
2018, 192 p.

Olga Bukhina

The Ugly Duckling,
Harry Potter and
Others. A Literary
Book Guide
of Orphans
KompasGuide,
2016, 320 p.

12+
Tags: non-fiction, self-help, creative writing, children’s
literature, young adult
Similar to: The Writer’s Journey: Mythic Structure
for Writers by Christopher Vogler

Nadya Papudoglo

#mothering.
Motherhood
by The Rules
and Not

12+
Tags: cultural studies, orphanage, storytelling, creative writing
Similar to: Making a Good Script Great: A Guide for Writing
& Rewriting by Linda Seger

Nadya Papudoglo

#mothering.
Hamster Wheel
KompasGuide,
2016, 216 p.

KompasGuide,
2016, 216 p.

18+
Tags: motherhood, essays, true story
Similar to: Babygate: How to Survive Pregnancy
and Parenting in the Workplace by Dina Bakst, Phoebe
Taubman, and Elizabeth Gedmark

18+
Tags: motherhood, essays, true story
Similar to: Babygate: How to Survive Pregnancy
and Parenting in the Workplace by Dina Bakst, Phoebe
Taubman, and Elizabeth Gedmark

Eugenia Ovchinnikova

Eugene Rudashevsky

KompasGuide,
2018, 144 p.

KompasGuide,
2016, 224 p.

Mortal Kombat
and Other 90s

12+
Tags: growing up, memories, 1990s, poverty,
short stories, humor
Similar to: The House at the Edge of Night
by Catherine Banner

The Path
of Kumutkan

11+
Tags: coming-of-age, animals and people, survival novel, Siberia
Similar to: Black Beauty by Anna Sewell

Coming-of-age

Dystopia

A King’s Deed. 8+, p. 75

Recipe of War, 12+, p. 73

Best Greetings from Fyokla, 10+, p. 21

The City Without War, 14+, p. 4

When the Angels Are Resting, 10+, p. 40

Fairytale

Fib Tiny Beetle, 11+, p. 76
Searching for the God of Boyhood, 11+,
p. 34
The Path of Kumutkan, 11+, p. 77
Daddy, Where Are You?, 12+, p. 76
Free Exercises, 12+, p. 73
Hello, My Brother Bzou!, 12+, p. 10

Playing with Stones, 5+, p. 61

The Bead of the Pocket Dwarf, 5+, p. 60
The Whale Goes North, 5+, p. 60
Lighthouse — Look!, 6+, p. 8
Willy, 7+, p. 55

Hurricane for Present, 12+, p. 77

Funny stories
and novels

Lilya the Lantern, 12+, p. 24
The First Job, 12+, p. 47
The Raven, 12+, p. 10
The Gentle Mountain, 10+, p. 74
Alien Girl, 14+, p. 36
Jump. Run. Freeze, 14+, p. 18
Tinhead, 14+, p. 16

Detective/Adventure

The Dolphins’ Children, 10+, p. 74
Walking in the Taiga, 10+, p. 43
Leave and Return, 12+, p. 39
Multicolored Snow, 12+, p. 73
Solongo, 12+, p. 27
The Magic of Zero, 12+, p. 39

The City of the Sun. Book 1. Eyes of Death,
14+, p. 26
The City of the Sun. Book 2. God’s Foot,
14+, p. 26
The City of the Sun. Book 3. Call of Blood,
14+, p. 26

Masha Was Eating Cereal, 5+, p. 64

The Mad Etiquette or Twenty-Three
Insightful Stories To Make Your Skin
Crawl, 5+, p. 64
Big Little Girl, 6+, p. 13
Classes Canceled, 6+, p. 76
Shlops, 7+, p. 22
Klava Comes to the Rescue, 7+, p. 23
Vasylkin…To the Blackboard!, 7+, p. 48
Anka M. and Anka P., 8+, p. 75
Holiday in Riga, 8+, p. 76
Notes of Gosha Kunitsin, a Fourth
Grader, 8+, p. 56
R Home, 10+, p. 46
Vovka Who Rode the Bomb, 10+, p. 50
Mortal Kombat and Other 90s, 12+, p. 77

Historical novel

Sugar Child, 10+, p. 2

The Garden of T.S., 10+, p. 9
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When I Was a Kid, the War Went On, 10+,
p. 73
Cloud Regiment, 12+, p. 31
Sagebrush Fir Tree, 12+, p. 30
The Red, Yellow and Blue Ones, 12+, p. 28

Mystic/Fantasy

Asya’s Summer, 8+, p. 75

The Oblivion Cat, 8+, p. 76
The Fifth Sun, 12+, p. 25

Non-fiction

Psychological novel

The Second, 11+, p. 54
You Lie, 11+, p. 9

About Music, 12+, p. 54
Classmate, 12+, p. 38
Don’t Cry!, 12+, p. 32
Ice-cream in Wafer Cups, 12+, p. 9
My Father Lit the Stars, 12+, p. 42
Swimming to the Cave, 12+, p. 38
Dreamers, 14+, p. 20
The Country Named Sasha, 14+, p. 41
Insomnia, 16+, p. 27

From East to West: Journey of a Message
in a Bottle, 8+, p. 68

Secret Life of Vegetables: Funny Stories,
Tasks and Tales, 8+, p. 70
The Extreme Picnic: Bonfire, Hunger,
Thirst, Shelter, 10+, p. 72
How Do I Write?, 12+, p. 77
The Ugly Duckling, Harry Potter and
Others. A Literary Book Guide of
Orphans, 12+, p. 77
#mothering. Book 1. Motherhood by The
Rules and Not, 18+, p. 77
#mothering. Book 2. Hamster Wheel, 18+,
p. 77

Picture-books
and comics

Keshka in the Center of Attention, 4+,
p. 66
Dandelions for Mom, 5+, p. 62
Irochka, 5+, p. 46
Woodworking Tales or How Grisha
Crafted Toys, 5+, p. 76

Romance

Eleven y.o. Only, or Amourette in Fifth
Grade, 10+, p. 49
The Islanders, 13+, p. 74
Catching Off-the-Road, 14+, p. 19
The Bifurcation Point, 14+, p. 6
Yanka, 14+, p. 75
The First-year Student, 16+, p. 73

Time travel

Svetlick Tuchkin and the Wishing
Bubble, 6+, p. 48
The May(a) Calendar, 10+, p. 14
Improbabilities Theory, 10+, p. 49

290 Million Years Ago and Beyond, 11+,
p. 7
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